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INTRoDUCTION

This report deals with the domain of writing in general and then

focuses on school-based writing. It discusses the ruction* of writing

and written language from the point of view of culture, cognition and

child development. It also presents a model, which can be used - and

has subsequently been used - to construct and evaluate writing

curricula, writing tasks/assignments, writing instruction end text-books.

The report has been written as f stimpfavards the conceptualisation

ofs..search project: The ISA International Study of Written Composition,'

in which some twenty countries are taking Part.- At the same time it

is the first publication of the Finnish national study within the

international framework. The authors of the report are umbers of the

group responsible for the planning of the international study; Sauli

W ails is the International Coordinator and AnneliVihipassi chairs

The Steering Committee.

In planning the ICA study and in working out .its theoretical

foundations, the following briefly summarised generalisations have

been made: a central task of education appears to be tie transmission

of cultural heritage I'm* one generation to another. The acquisition,

transmission and development of cultural heritage is garried out

largely by means of language, in modern times mainly through ?kitten

language. Recently there has also emerged a growing awareness that

human activities are largely dependent en cultural growing awareness

that human activities are largely dependent on cultural development.

It has even been claimed that mourn science and rationalistic thinking

are en indirect consequence of the invention of written language.

Writing can be considered as a landmark in the development of

human culture. Those societies and communities that have emploged

also the written mode need and use it in the area's! non - material

culture; eg. literature. research, and administration.

It has generally been assumed that thebemergence of vriting is

related to new patterns of thought and expression in the development

of societies. On theoler hand, it has also been emphasised that

the acquisition of the skill of writing constitutes a turning point

in the child's development towards a full member of the prevailing

culture. Thus tne acquisition of writinglis not only an educations].
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objective but it ran be regarded as a necessary means for the attainment

of other important educational aims. Written language trees the

developing child from contextual dependence, since it does not only

represent reality but it can also help him/her to reacustruct reality.

However, some recent crow:- cultural studies have shown that the

acquisition of literacy ices not necessarily lead to the acquisition

of higher cognitive processes, as'has often been suggested. Of decisive

importance is` the lses of literacy in societies. 4Ja other words the

crucial question is who is literate in what languages for what purposed.

Writing seems to differ eg. from matheiaties and science in that

the criteria of what constitutes on appropriate oishastanding response

may vary from culture to culture to-soe extent. lt would be question-

able to a.sert that tiled is only one correct way to write a composition

in a given assignment. There are several acceptaLle approaches and

several acceptable products. It is possible that there exists a

relatively high cross-cultural agreement an some aspects of written

products. Yet, it can be assumed that cultures may also differ from

each other in terms of how they set writing tasks, how they value the

organizational patterns of compositilas, how they value writing styles

and how they value writing speed.

The la international Study of Written Composition seeks to

elucidate the links between writing and cultural patterns described

in the above. lt also attempts to describe how writing is thought

in schools, how instruction is related to cultural patterns and boy

it is related to Written products. During the work in the theoretical

model of the lEA study it vas found out that while something - though

not very much - is known about the teaching of early stages of writing,

very little is known about the teaching of writing at sore advanced

stages. Also, there are considerable gaps in our knowledge of the

writing processes and factors influencing them, and of how certain

teaching practices influence writing processes. The la study seeks

to provide good description of practices in the teaching of writing

and attempts to clarify the relationships between teaching practices

and students' writing performance.

The authors of this report have attempted to provide a background

rar cleaning the problems and hypotheses of the lEA study. It FAY

ulsc, he of some use in interpreting the results of the study at a

:rater ..tags. The authors decided to publish their vork, in a revised

form also in Finland so as to make it easier for the Finnish audience

I.
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to be informed of the progress of the IF.k Inter:tionml. Study of Written

Composition. The helpful advice and criticism of the other members

of the Steering Committee (Alan C. Purves, Eva L. Baker, Judil Whir-

Mop and Hilda Wesdorp) of the earlier drafts of the articles is

gratefully acknouledged.
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.7IIVISTELNK

Rsportti k&sittelee kirjoittamisen aluetta ensinyleiseamisti,

tattle koulukirjoittemisen nlkokulmasta. Se on kirjoitettu IKA-jirjes-

ten (International Association for Educational Achievement) toimeen-

penes= kansainvAlisen kirjnitelsatutkimuksen ongelmien ja hypoteasian

seta tehtihrien valinnen taustaksi. &malls se on Suomen kansallisen

kirjoitelmatutkimukpen ensimatinen osaraportti. Bunsen lisAksi Kanlains-

*listen kirjoitelsatutkimakseen oaellistuvat seuraftVat mast: Aleakomaat,

Australia, Chile, Inslenti, Indonesia, Israel, Italia, Katie, Lanai-

Saksa, RiKeriar Sersunluurannikko, Skotlenti, Suomi, Rheims*, Unka0,

USA, UusiSeelenti. Tatkimukeen plAasiallinen tietojeakeruu on

vuosina 1963.84,

Tatkimukhen suunnitteluvaiheessa ilmeni, ett& kirjoittamista on

tibia menneseA tarkasteltu melko vihin kulttuurin, konlun js kirjoit-

taxistapebtuman Waumats. Mar raportissa pohniskellaan kirjoitta-

misen olemusta em. nikokulmista.

Paportin alkuosa:sa tOkastellaan kirjoittamisen tebtivil ja kir-

joitettua kieltA kulttuurin ja ajettelun.kehityksen kannalta. Todetaan,

ett& Ilasvatuksen keskeisiA kysymyksii on kulttuuriperinnft siirtlainen

*Wkupolvelta toiselle. Kulttuuriperinntin omakeuednen, siirtiminen ja

kehittAminen tapehtuu useisse maim kielen, useimmiten juuri kirjoi-

tetun kielen kiutta. KeskaisiA raportissa esitettyjA nAkemykeili °vat

IteursovSt :

Kirjoittamista voidsan pith inhkuillisen kulttturin tunnuemerk-

kinA. Me yhteisot, joibin kirjoitettu kieli on omiksuttu, tarvitsevat

sit& juuri kulttuurin alueellet sanataiteen, tieteellisen tutkimuksen

julkisen tiedonvAlityksen js joukkoviestinnin vAlineeni. Vilma aikoina

on erityisesti David Olson (1976, 1977) korostanut nAkemystA, jonka

mukaan ihmisen tolmirta on paljolti riippuvainen kulttuurin kehityk-

sestA. Eisen mukaanaa nYkyinen tiede ja rationalistinen ajattelutapa

overt **worm seurausta kirjoitetun kielem keksisisest& ja kaytt65n-

@tests.
On usein oletettu, ett& kirjoitustaidon syntyminen on ollut ja

on kiinteAsti yhteydessA uusiin ajattelun ja ilmaisun amot,ihin. Kir-

joittaminen alhAntilmuistin rasituat" ja vepeuttea kognitiivista kapa-

siteettia niin, ett&voidaan kiinnittli enemmAn huomiota esimerkiksi
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ilsousten merkityksiia, varsinkia *Min pkiteledia, jolts kirjoitAr

tuista teksteisti voidaan tebdi. Kirjalltettu teksti ei *la sidaksiem

puhetilantaeseen. Titan kirjoittaminin 'mita fik6illisompkt )1 preemie*

muotoiltua kielti Inds kaavokkaia ftpakfuva kaskuatalui slim se jektaa

kielen loogisen Welk* liallokieisees. Sapoutia &Mumma babassfel

laankin suullisen ja kitjslliass esityksan keekeisil erOja.
....

Kirjoitustaidea ceakeuaista setkaimavans Maas -

koktano was lapeen kellifetsessi battens% jitlenksi. Kirjoifustaidea

saarattaainan el olskaan vain yksi kealutuasen piisiiiristi. sum sits

voidaan pith vklttamittSaing suds auiden plialirien saavuttemisells.

Kirjoitettu kieli vapauttes kehit:yvin laps** ja *moves ajattelun

t4lannesidonnaisutsdestm,..kolka se ei ainoastaan edusta todallisuutte,

vas; se voi auttaa sobs 11110VIIIINIIID sit'.

Toisaalta lotkut viimeaikaiset tutkiaukset ovat osoittaneet, ettei

kirjoitustaidon oasksusdnen vilttiaift& johda korkseapien ajattelu

toimintojrn oaLksumiseen, niin kuin usein oo otaksuttu. Sep sijaan

pvtkaisevia ovat kirjoitustaidon kayttatavat eei yhtelsoissiL Toisim-

sanoen voidaan kysyk: kuka on kirjoitustaitoinen; milli kielellkg

mihin tarkoituksi in.

Kfrjoittaminen erieakin esimerkiksi matematiikasia ja lucenon-
.

tieteista sling suhteessa, etta se oti sidoksissa tietyn kansan, alueen

tai alayhteis& kulttuuriin. Ne kritserit, Joiden smkaan jokin tuotos

on asianauSainen, saati sitter erinomainen, vaihtelevat jonkin verran

kulttuurista toiseen. Samoin vaihtelevat %skein& pidetyt kirjoitta-

misen tehtfivit.

Raportin loppuosassa esitellisa koolukirjoittamisen erittelyyd

kehitelty malli, joss* on otefttlhuomioon sour/mint ulottuvuudeto

kirjoittamisen tehtivAt (Punktiot). Lirjoitustehtivien vaatiaa ajattelu

ja siihen kytkeytyvi,esityksen muoto, kirjoitelmien vastsanottaja ja

kirjoitelmatyypol. Kehifelty& sellia on nandollista klyttlia eri maiden'

opetussuunnitelmieni erilsisten tutzintojen Js opetusklytanteiden ens-

lyysiin. Analyysin pohjalta voivat opetussuunnitelsien ja oppiaate-

rtaalin laatijat havalta,siss1 kohdeo ko. maassa tOteutettn kirjoitta-

misen opetus kaipsa monipuolistamista. Wallin pohjalta tandyn opetuksen

erittelyn tuloksia voidaan Ryas suhteuttaa oppiseistuotoksiin.
C
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1. CSIOTIS OF 1MITTNO

Oelbi(1911: 230) states that "the concept of the divine oriels and

chiracter of writ's% is round everywhere. in both ancient and moderh

times, emong ;ionized as wen as among primitive peoples. In the main

it is due to s widespread belief in the eagle papers of writing ".

Primitive people are known to be astonished and afraid of books end

writing in general.

for amidst to serve a* s system and 044a* of human interaction and

Communication it was necessary to devise a system of conventional visible

marks. Orkin( was, in all likelihood, invented to serve emerging new

seeds ie communication. Gelb (1952) suggests that geographic, *Ocilla

end economic decolopnents created s complex of conditions which could

not Inaction properly without writing. Thus he claims that writing

could only exist in a civilization an4 s civilisation could hot exist

without +Tian..

The earliest records of writing (clay tokens, %Iles. and tablets)

known to us go bock ease MOO, perhaps evdn 10.000, years end were used

in a primitive way of accounting and as bills of lading accompanying

shipments of goods. Tbt1s the function of 404111041**ti** *Weft to have

been the driving motivation for the invention of written.

Sitar* tall writing systems were developed. meanings were conveyed

by pictures or by some pore ccoventionalised descriptive or anemic

devices. lull writing emerged when writing did Not only convey meaning

but **Pressed language. According to Gelb 119523 the development uns

tree a eord=syllabic writing (i.e.. individual ages express individual

words) through s syllabic whim (i.e.. words are dividod into component

syllables) to an alphabetical writing (i.e.. the letters.of the alphabet

express single sounds of speech).

S
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2. ON THE CULTURAL AND COudIT/VS IMPACT OF WRITING

Typically great claims have been nuke regarding Spoken sad written

leagues*. Thus it is often maintained that "no other species except our

---own haS a language" (Wockett 1963s lb). Even altar extensive studies

or chiapenstes Ueda's' to use symbol* it is eaterally, held that hulas

beings dorhave a special biologically based ceplcity for longing,

(Slobin 19751).

Writing is often seen as a landmark in human culture. greasted

(1926, quoted in Gelb) has claimed that "the invention or writing and

or a convenient systole records en paper has had a greater influmace

in uplifting the human race then am/ other intellectual achievement in

the career or man." In a stoner vein, Olson (1976) has described the

great impact or the teshnology or writing on Ommam covitive processes

and on the style expression. Is develops the ides or performance

being culturally conditioned by suggesting that techaological champs

have had a profound impact on mental processes.

Specifically Qlsoa has studied the affect or the invention or the

phonetic writing system and that or extended prose statement (i.e., the

essayist tradition) on the type and style orlenguage use. Is maintsias

that writing made language an instrument tor Formulating original state-

ments whereas berme that oral presentation treassitted traditional

ifulture. and on sccount of heavy 'reliance on auditory memory, imposed

a rhythaic syntax pattern on oral language. The written text had to

convey meaning on its own without Wending on shared prior knowledge

or on the immediate situation. Rot having to concentrate to remember

what was said released cognitive capacity to pay attention to what the

statements imply. Olson (1976: 198) alibi's that "the essayist technique

and written language generally in the process or formulating goners'.

statements from which true implications can be drawn have as a, by- produe.

created the abstract logical concept* that we who are so habituated to

a literate culture tend to view as part or nature herself'. Modern

science, 11%* 'rationality', is an indirect cooseeeehoe or the invention

*I" a particular technology" the technology or writing).

Olson :1971) has also drawn attention to the doeinant role that

written language plays in the school gateman! the wo..1d. the argues

.
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that in written orose rhetorical functions are subordivated to the

logical functiona and that the requirements' for logical, descriptive,

autonomous statements requires that the written language must be more

explicit and conventionalized then lithe mother tongue" (i.e., speech).

Schools are tied to the specialized written language and to a specialized

fens of knowledge because they rely so Iltavily on written prose.

Literacy is not only the main goal of - schooling, but is considered

necessary for the achievement of other goals as well.

Vygotsky (193t1/1962) suggests that the motives for writing are more

abstract, more intellectualized and more removed from immediate needs

than the motives of speaking. Thus writing requires detachment from

the actual situations and deliberate analytical action. This leads his

to the conclusion (YYgote4 1978) that written language is a particular

system of symbols and signs whose mastery heralds a critical turning-

point in the entire cultural development of the child. Vygotsky

elaborates this by Wing that

Ye need to imagine the 444r44,01 changes in the cultural development
of children that occur 0$ a result of mastery of written language
and the ability to read - and thus becoming aware of everything
that hymn genius has created in the realm of written word.
(Vygotsky 1978: 116)

Vygotsky (1978) suggests further that writing has its origin with

children in gestures and drawitig. On the basis of experineues and

psychological analysis, he has cone to the conclusion that

however complex the process of development written lingual* may
seen, or however erratic, disjointed, and confused it may appear
superficially, there is in fact a unified historical line that
leads to .he highest torsi of written language. This higher form,."
which we will mention only in passing, involves the reversion of
written language from secona-order symbolism tofirst -order
embolism. As second-order symbols, written symbols function as /

designations for verbal ones. Understanding of written language/
is first effected through spoken language, but grsdually this
path is curtailed and spoken language disappears 4S the inter-
mediate link. To judge from all the !Available evidence, written
language becomes direct symbolism that is perceived in the sane
say as spoken language. (Vygotsky 1978: 116)

Bruner (1972) also argues that technologies 4440 a powerful intact

on cultural environment and on cognitive functioning. Culture provides

"amplification systems" for cognitive processes. Among such amplification

systems are symbolic modes of representation. Bruner suggests that



Finally and most powerfully, there are amplifier* of the thought
processes, ways of thinking that employ language and formation of
explanation, and later use such language as mathematics and logic
and even find automatic servants to crank out the consequences.
(Bruner 1972: 69)

For Bruner, lingunge is essential for thiiking. He suggests that "the

shape or style of a mind is, in some measure, the outcome of inter"alining

the functions inherent in the language we use" (Bruner 1968: 107).

Language tempts persons to form concepts and written language frees them

from dependence on the immediate referent. Thus

the stage is set' for symbolic processes to run shoed or concrete
fact, for thought to be in terms of possibility rather than actu-
ality. At this point, symbolic representation can go beyond the
capacities of an ikonic system and the vay is open ror Flames
stage of formal operations, where the real becomes a subset of
the possible. (Bruner 1972: 49)

Thus language not only represents reality but also Wiles to tranform it.

Oa this point he diverges from Pisget and his co- workers, who see thought

rooted in action.

Like Wygotshy, Brumer.and Olson, Smig (1977) is a strong advocate

of the significance or written language. She contends that "writing

represents a unique mode of learning - not merely valuable, not merely

special, but unique" (1977: 122). Writimwresembles successta learning

strategies in that it is "self-rhythmed", represents a "powerful instance

of self - provided feedback", provides connections in that it "establishes

explicit and systematic conceptual groupings% and is "uniquely multi-

representational and integrative" as a learning process in that it

involves the inactive (the band), the ikonic (the eye) and the symbolic

(the brain) modes of represeating reality (Buie 1977: 128).

The foregoing discussion shove that it is frequently claimed that

the process or writing plays en Important role in the development of

thinking. Scardsmalis and Bertiter (19810 list the following as the

often cited direct cognitive benefits attributed to writing: (1) The

Imperos new clothes phenomenon, which refers to the fact that writing,

in contrast to conversation, seems to force a critical look at and

analysis of our fussy thoughts. (2) Text organicity, by which is meant

that a text takes on a life of,its own and thought may therefore diverge

in a creative my from the original direction. (3) Revision helps to

contribute to the development of thought. (h) Sustained thought is said

to be fostered by writing, mainly because *fleck of interruption end

because writing helps keep thinking moving ahead.

15



Scardasalia and Bereiter (1981a) maintain, however, that their

studies have indicated that the above-mentioned benefits are by no means

automatic cgosequences of writing compositions. In fact, it has to be

considered that fOr beginning writers the writing process may curtail

rather than extend thought. The contribution of writing to thinking

might be limited to few highly literate keople and it might be an

impediment for most people.

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1981a) suggest that writing may, in fact,

have a positive influence on thinking if there is a dialectical inter-

action between what They call the "content space and the "rhetorical

space". Thus awareness of the demands of a particular genre may affect

the selection and elaborntion of content. Consideration of the audience.

may lead to finding inadequacies in the content of the text. Searching

for text elements (transitions, definitions, examples, etc.) may cause

the writer to go back to consider what has been written so far. Problems

of fiord choice may encourage the writer to look more carefully et alter-

native interpretations of the text and thus make further changes. The

demand to produce a minimum amount of text may Lead to further development

of ideas or discovery of new ideas. The internal constraints of the text

(eg. its implications) may point to new directions not envisaged at the

beginning.

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1981a) have identified several wayc young

writers cope with rhetorical problems: (1} Students may be aware of

potential audience objections but they do not care about that,

(2) Students may not be willing to make the effort to remove recognized

weaknesses in structure or content, (3) Students often can make only

poor and vague diagnoses of what is wrong with their texts (cf. 7.2.h.),

(h) Students are often satisfied with superficial connections within

the text, (5) Students say use conversational ploys (Well, anyway&

abrupt topic shifts) for side-stepping difficulties, and (6) Students

may use a simple knowledge-telling strstegy (cf. 6.2.h.)

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1981a) conclude that the deepening of

reflective thinking is not an automatic consequence of experience in

writing. The dialectical processing in writing is an achievement, which

is not only a cause of, but equally the result of, reflective thinking

during composing. Studies carried out by Scardamalia and Bereiter

indicate that reflective processes can be facilitated by teaching and

they may gradually be internalized and lead to self-reflection.



However, on the basis of their study of the effects of literacy in

the Vai tribe in Liberia, Scribner and Cole (1919, quoted in Wells. 1961)

email:Clod that the acquisition of literacy did not entail a generalised

facilitation of higher cognitive processes, They consider that the

facilitation of skills depends on the way in Which literacy is soaally

organized and to what uses it is put in different Wanting, Mail'

conclusion is supported by Spolsk) (1981), who in an artiele on the

sociolinguistics of literacy suggests that it is the meet vorthuhile

to study literacy as a social phenomenon, locking at the role played

by the written language in the functioning of a community, If we adopt

such an approach, we ask "who is literate in Ada

purposes" and we may study the social distribution of literacy or no

can assess the functional significance of literacy? (SpDishy 1981: 4).

Also Gere (1991) earns ugliest facile erosscatural generalisations

economies the effect of literacy.

Wells (1981) discusses the question of literacy frame number of

perspectives. He points out that

although higher levels of cognitive functioning may be strongly
associated with the symbolic manipulation of meaning encoded La
linguistic representations, such a use of langmsge is not eftfined
to the written mode, Very precisely formulated reasoning can also
occur in speech, as is frequently the case in, for example, cross -
examinations of witnesses, spontaneous contributions to seminars,
diagnoses of inning, or of machine malfunctioning, etc., and such
uses of language can be fowl in nonliterate as well as in literate
cultures. (Wells 19811 255)

Thus he comes to the conclusion that literacy as such is not so important

as the symbolic manipulation of experience through the sort of language

which is "most characteristic of written texts" (Veils 1981; 255). It

seems to the present writer that Well's conclusion is a !air estimate

of the present state of art concerning ole present knowledge of the

I impact of written language.

fc.
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3. FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPOKES AND WRITTEN. LANGUAGE

Traditionally linguists have assigned writing or written language

a secondary status in relation to'speech. Thus the Swiss linguist de

Saussure (1916) stated that language and writing are two distinct systems

of signs and that the only raison diltre of writiaS is to represent

language (i.e., spoken utterances). This point of view was strongly

supported by most American linguists. Sapir (1921) described written

forms as secondary symbols of the spoken &res. Bloomfield (19331 21)

stated categorically that "writing is not language, but merely a way of

recording language by means of visible marks". He also pointed t6 an

often-made observation that writing is not universal whereas speech is.

Wore recently Hackett A4958: 4) has maintained that "speech and writing

are merely two different manifestations of sokething fundamentally the

same".

In spite of tais very dominant view among linguists all over the

world (which is changing as there is growing interest in discourse

processes), there have been some linguists, especially in Europe, who

have questioned the majority view. In particular. Josef Vachek of the

Provo functional school of linguistics has tried to explore the

relationship between what he cans "the spoken norm of the language"

and "the written none of the language". Vachek (1973; 1974) maintains

that the two norms are functionally complementary in that the "marked

member" (the written norm) serves specialised cultural and civilisations'

purpose's in those societies whicl. have utilized the latent possibilities

gf language more fully by employing also written language. Such functions

are, e.g., literature, research, administration.

Vachek (1913) cosTares the functions of the two norms in the following

The SPOKEN NORM of language is s system of phonically manifestable
language elements whose function is to react to a given stimulus
(which, as a rule, is an urgent, one) in a dynamic way, i.e. in a
ready and immediate manner, duly expressing not only the purely
communicative but also the emotional aspect of the approach of the
reacting language user.
The WRITIU NORM of language is a system of graphically aanirestablf
language elements whose function is to react to a g.ven stimulus
(which, as a rule, is not en urgent use) in a static way, i.e.in a
preservable and easily surveyable manner, concentrating on tae
purely communicative aspect of the approach of the reacting language
user. (Vachek .1973; 16)



The most important observation in terms of the present paper is the claim

that written language is "preservable and easily surveyable." It is

those characteristics that make writing ideal for the archival functions

of language (Olson 1961).'

Vachek also demonstrates how the structural"correspondence between

the spoken and written forms CatalOt be limited to the'lloasic level" only

'Phoneme -graphamecorrespondence)nut nigher Ievkls (morphemes and words)

are also important. He also shows how, in English, trsdi%ional spelling

rather then proposed, more "regularised" Spellings allow easy reeognition

of morphological regularities for the .1VM.. Thus the orthographical

interests of the writer and the reader are not necessarily identical.

That may partly explain the fact that spelling reform in English have

not been very successful in spite of many attempts during several

centuries.

As Olson (,976. 1977) has shown, the written language has played

a dominant role in school. It has typically been considered the school's

central task to teach three R's, two of which refer to written longways:

reading and writing (not speaking and listening comprehension). Written

language tends to be regarded 411 the norm. Halliday (1980) has noted

that the imagery we use in reference to 'MOW is visual rather than

auditory: long words, long sentences.

There have apparently been relatively few attempts to teach reading

and writing directly on the basis of earlier oral competence. The "Break-

through to Literacy" project sponsored by the Schools Council in England

and "Lisning pi talets grand" (Reeding on the basis of speech) in Sweden

and the "language experience" approach in the USA are examples of system

where children build up their own reeding material by constructing

written discourse with the help of the teacher. On the otherland,

there have been some innovative ideas suggested regarding reading and

writing. Thus Carol Chomty (1972, quoted in Dale 1976) has suggested

that children should start writing before reading tecause she claims

that the natural order is writing first and then reading what one has

written. Kroll (1981) also shows that several language arts specialists

agree that dictation could be used with benefit as a bridge to writing.

$



4. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONVERSATIONAL INTERACTIVITY AND WRITTEN COMPOSITION

Rubin (1980) has argued that it is unfounded to equate skiTled

reading vith decoding skills plus bral comprehension. There are a number

of factors related both to the medium and message of.language experiences.

which suggest that there is no simple transformation from one modality

to the other. It seems equally obvious that there are a number of

points of divergence when children move from conversational inieractiom

to composing, especially expository writing.

Vygotsky (1962) can be cited as a good exponent of the view which

emphasizes the distinction between spokei and vritten languake. Nis

contention that.hvritten speed( is s separate linguistic function

differing from oral speech in both structure and mode of functioning*

(Vygotsky 1962: 96) has been repeated in a number of slightly different ,

formulations. The present author has aide at. attempt to construct a

systematic taxonomy of the characteristics of conversational inter-

activity (face-to-face conversation) and written composition. It draws

on a number of studies, mainly those carried out by Bereiter (1980),

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1981b), Dillon (1989, Nods (1977), Preihoff

and Takala (1974), Clint 71(1971), Orice/(1975), nymes (1964), Krashen

(1976), Markova (1977), Moffett (:19611): Myers ,(1979), Rubin (19609

Shut' (1961), Steger (1967), Wunderlich (1972) and Vygotsky (1962, 1976).

These studies will not be cited in detail. Instead, the present author

has attempedto integrate the various viewpoints into a coherent system

(Table t).

4
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TABLE 1. A Taxonomy of the Characteristics of Conversational luteractivity.

and Written Composition

NoMunication
Presswork
Characteristics

Conversational
Interactivity

A. Modality

P

- S. Temporal Context

'ID. Spatial Context

.....=111

Written
Composition

Oral' allows the use of
linguistic and pars-
linguistic devices (pause,
stress. intonation)

Shared time perspective
("nce); allows ready use
of temporal deictic
expressions; does not
persist beyond the

Shared spatial perspective
Mine); alloys use and
reference to physical
environment, *kinesicS
facial expressions, eye
contact, proximity.
postual expression. etc.

D. Mode of Functioning Verbal and nonverbal
intereetivity.character-
iced by reciprocity and
collaboration mad a
continuous' feedback and
cues exchanged beturen
at least two people who
alternate in the role of
addressor and addressee

Written; allows the use
of some textual devices

(punctuation, psisater,
MM. underlining. etc./

"Mot shared' writer's
perspective decisive for
interpretation; produces
a permanent record

,

Not shared' writer's
perspective decisive
for interpretation

Larval; autonomous
language production with
a varying degree of
interaction, feedback
and cues from the text
produced by writer.

Influence on discourse
of remote addressee
derives from writer's
anticipation of addressee
or audience reactions

Message
Characteristics

E. Content

F. Structure

Typically concrete and
largely shared (familiar)
information and experi-
ences requiring rela-
tively,little effort in
searching from 1Gmeterm
memory

Typically more open and

highly context-sensitive
discourse structure
allowing redundancy and
associative communication

Typically less familiar ,

intonation of more
abstract nature requiring
often extensive and
sophisticated goal -

directed searching from
longterm memory

Typically more closed and
conventionalized structure
requiring within-text-or
co-text sensitivity
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Message
Characteristics
(cont.)

0. Function

Conversational

Tri terac tiv

Written
Ccepositior,

R. Size of Expected
Message

1. Norms Related to
Message

Typically social-emotional

regulation of inter-
personal relationships
and ideational-informa-
tive exchange of ideas.
In conversational inter-
activity the latter is
always subject to acme
Influence from the
salience of the personal
contact (me-.entered, you -

centered, us- centered:
expressive, regulative,
pantie)

Typically a conversational
turn which normally is
relatively short contain
Sae only a few context -
relevant points or ideas

Cogperativeness, including
informativeness, truthful-
ness, relevance and
clarity. Social norms
of fact underlie all
conversational inter-
activity.

Typically informative-
ideational exchange of
ideas and reader-text
interaction regulation.
The latter can be
focused on writer -text

interaction (refle:tive,
expressiVe) or text -
remote audience Jitter'

eeticia (create opportu-
nities for interpretation,
impressions and aesthetic
experience)

Typically a self-
contained whole contain-
ing all relevant : :lints

or ideas and resembling
monologue rather than
conversational turn

Cooperativeness including
informativeness, truthful-
ness, relevance and
clarity. Product related
norms of felicitoWs
expression (style) apply
to all writing.

Processing
Characteristics e

J. Processing Load Usually relatively eauy
to manage all constraints
involved in conversational
interactivity within
available processing
capacity

K. Node of Processing Largely automated and well
coordinated processing at
different levels due to
routinized executive"proce-
dures and sub-routines
included in familiar
conversational schemata.
Planning cat. often be
local and serial (what
next?), there are several
acceptable organizational
and wording alternatives
and there is little need

for reviewing.

Usually demanding all
processing capacity and
often overloading it,
especially among inex-
perienced writers

'typically non- automatic

processing requiring
conscious attention to

even such lowlevel
processes az, teat gener-

ation and writing mechanics
among inexperienced writers,
allowing little or no soce
capacity to attertion to
whole :est pladning,
process monitoring and
reviewing.
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Developmental
Characteristics

Conversational
Interactivity

Written
Composition

L. Node of Learning

N. Developmental
Sequence

Informal, largely uncon-
scious aequifition and
self-generated learning

Normally a child's first
language experiences as
listener and speaker

66

Fermat learning with a
growing degree of con-
scious control acme's
activities. Typically
a school-based activity
of learning

Density Mimi) after
extensive experience with
conversational inter-
activiiy with a tendency
of the,latter being partly
transferred into the
early stages of compo-
sition learning. Normally
also is preceded by having
first learned' to read,

Linguistic
Characteristics

Conversational
Interactivity

Written
Composition

N. Code Cooperativeness, the
support of the context of
situation, etc. malte the
linguistic code only one
medium of conveying
meaning. Therefore the
language can be struc-
turally loose and less
well-formed, and use
elliptical and deictical
expressions. The grammar
can often be more complex
than that of written
language, but lexical
density is typically
lower then in written
text.

Since the moaning of the
text has to be constructed
by the reader without the
tossibil!ty of continuous
cues and feed-back from
the writer and without
the support of the immedi-
ate context (within -$ext
cotextusl focus) the
message has to IMMO a
larger role than in con-
versational interactivity.
Cues for the construction
of moaning must be both
etructurelly and sementi-
cally relatively well -
termed to avoid misinter-
pretation. Syntax is
often simpler than in
spoken language but lexical
density is higher
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Differences between ths two aspects of literacy, reading and writing,

have also been discussed in several contexts. Some of them will be noted,

briefly here. Wells 0981) suggests that though the reading aspect of

literacy is a complex process, it is greatly facilitated by the stricture

of meaning and expression that already is present in the text. The

construction of written text puts, however, even greater demands on the

cognitive and linguistic skills of the writer, since there is no similar

ilupport. of pre-existing structure. Seartamalia and Bereiter (1980) use -

the term "compositional task" to refer to tasks in which the goal

not fully definite at the outset but becomes more definite during the

process sad in which there is a large storage of potentially applicukle

knoeedge and a wide choice of altetative routes to the ;goal.

In spit* of obvious differences, oral and written language clearly

share some similar features. Cambourne (1981) lists some of them:

They employ the same basic rules of grummar and vocabulary; both
are obviously concerned with communication; both are used in a
variety of every day activities; both are taken for granted by
those who u$4 them. There appear, however, to be a fewssimilari
ties beyond this list. From a number of perspectives, dissimilari-
ties are more numerous and more obvious than the similarities.
(Cembourne 1981: 04-85)

Cambourne (1981) also noted that oral and written language can be

contrasted from a number of different perspectives. As shown in the

above, he selnowledges that there are obvious differences, which may be

important. He suggests, however, that the relevance of the differences

for untie for the pedagogy of reading is often simply assumed but never

explained. In a similar vein, Shafer (1981: 23) points out that

"euphemizing the spoken/written opposition leads Lo long lists of all

the differences between talk and writing, lists that onscure the crucial

difference: the unilateral vs, collaborative production of a text".

According to Shafer, who quotes approvingly Moffett's (1968) earlier

work, a more useful dichotomy is, therefore, the opposition between

dialogue and monologue..

Meet, (1981) contends that we should see writing as the productic.,

pdiscourse, in other words as language-in-use, rather than as simply

linguistic production. She agrees with earlier scholars of rhetoric

and discourse theory in that she, suggests that 'message woducers develop

a repertoire of strategies for adapting discourse forms in relation to

context, interpreter, and persbnal objectives" (1981: 136). Analysis of
.
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the present situation leads her to claim that current discussions of

-sPonine and writing suffer from two conceptual errors: failure to

analyse discourse as discourse in terms of its characteristic form ind

immunicative fu..ction, and failure to see discourse in the context of

coemunication. According lo O'Keefe (1014 IS). waseniugul conclusion

ebout the differences between speaking and writing can be made only

vithin a general classification and structural description of discourse

torus".

Undoubted, Cambou:ae, ;hater and O'Keefe are correct in the

criticism against mere listing of all possible differences between area

. and written language. They are also justified in emphasising that we

should look for differences that are relevamt for the particular purpose

at hand. It seers to the present author. however, that although

taxonomies are bound to be ad hoc to some extent, they serve n useful

purpose in trying to structure phenomena. Also. it seems probable that

in many cases it is a greater error to regard some things as similar

which are, in fact, different than to consider the; different. Also in

scientific enquiry it is often useful, at the beginning stage of research

anyeny, to push an argument to its logical conclusions in order to see

to what extent the viewpoint can explain show things are. When be cue

for the "more different than similar" view has been made, it is possible

to start (leveraging arguments for the opposite view: spoken and written

language and div.ourse are more similar than different.

. 25
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5. WRITING AS AN ACT OF COMMUSICIITION

5.1. Characteristics of Communicative Acts

41

Writing is commonly regarded as en act of commuoicatios between the

wrilbinread the reader(*) of the produced text. It is also increasingly

rebdebiled (..g.. Anderson 1971, awe 1979, Spiro 1900) that seaming is

mot simply transferred by the writer to the reeder. Sprabara end writers

are not misused to be able to rammaicate directly their intended
6

gemming* through language. According to this view. they cam. et best.

word.e elves that allow the audience to cosstruct approsimstioas to

that sassing from their owe prior knowledge. The reader's task is as

complex as that of the writer, since seeming it really constructed my

the reader and fires not reside is the text. Thus resale' yequir*s

creativity Jest as well es writing. If this sasumgtiom about seeming

being 1 ly created by the reside' is essentially correct, as latest

comir
researJ, suggests, it raises some interesting Weptieel for the evaluation

of sitions written by students is sera/swot different countries

end cultures.

DI a (inutile social iateraction,ead commusicatiee the writer Fels

csreful attention to the audience, the person or persons to whom the

item of comnuniestion is addressed. Collins and Wenner (1W) have

identified four principles that form tacit objectives in communicative

acts. These four principles are assumed to be generally applicable and

they can be realised by different structures and devices st different

levels of text. The four principles eras

I. CorareheasibiliSy. It'is plurally coasidered desirable that the

text is aseSsy as voasible for the reader to understand. The writer

ought to give the reader enough clues tocometruet the correct solel

of the text. Collins end reamer suggest that cceprebeasibility.ese

be enhanced by using examples to illustrate general principles,

filling in intervening steps in segments, and mind snort. Ample

sentences. The requireennt of comprehensibility seems to apply

primarily to expository texts.

26



7,771, rim% %TV "antll11.

Pntielneners. tr a reader quits a text before finishing it, its easy

:omprehensibility does not matter. therefore, it is important to be

Ole to retch and bold the reader's attention. Collhs.and Gentser

recommend including the mist important inforeatice in the beginning

to motivate the reader to keep oa reading. They list a variety of.

*- devices-designed to areoaplishthis **Um wise susposes,

mespected iventa and humor, eneonroging the reader de identity with

ths,eharacters, etc. The-re garement at mstielagsses seems more

eenteal for literary then for mtpoeitery tents.

3. hondmplm. In wr iting, the goal is often net only to sepia*

Ma's or to toll a good story, etc., but also to convince the reader

of the truth, importance, euthentieitra etc., ed'uhat was 'mitten.

Ihers are a number of devices used to make texts morovorsuasive.

Collins and Onto', suggest that eheell theaters the aremeat tors

Japed in sone texts, admission kr'the writer that there any be problems

or linitatiens, citing authoritative opinion, or referring to eonnonly

shared experiences.

h. Memorability. Is order for the resider to be Ole to learn from texts

he should be able to hold the essential, parts of the text in memory.

Memorability goes beyond ease of understandieg. A text can be easy

'to understand, but not vary easy to remember. Collins and Oentaer

suggest the use of lists, tables, figures, hierarehical-headings end

explicit stet/smuts about the structure of the text.

The devices that were suggested to achieve the above-nentioned

general objectives of writing are related to the structure, style, genre

and content of the texts produced.

27
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5.2. Construction of Meaning by Mriter and Reader

5.2,1. Self-sufficiency of Texts

Traditionally comounicstion has been viewed as the transmission of

a message (information) by s source, through s channel, to s receiver.

This is the classical conception of the early information theory.

Meaning is encoded by the sender into the message end meaning resides

entirely in the text, All the receiver then has to do is to decode the

seen'e to recover the entire message. There is no residual part of

meaning outside of the text. The text is the selitaufficient repository

of meaning. Also the school of new criticism stressed the close reading

of the text itself as a guard against what Vimsatt and Deardsley (190)

called the dual fallacies of ascribing Subjective intentions to the

author and relying on the variable affective rest .,es of the readers.

According to Olson (i976, 1977), Luther was among the first to

suggest that meaning Can be read from the text itself. There is no

need for experts (priests) to explain what the written text means.

(Olson (1977) himself argued earlier for the view that "meaning is in

the text" but has subsequently changed his view, as will become evident

in the following discussion.) The traditional, purely linguistic view

has tended to support such a conception of meaning, Meaning is assumed

to be exhaustively contained in sentences end text. According to trans-

formational grammar "a semantically interpreted deep structure of a

sentence, where the interpretive procedure is a purely linguistic one,

provides a full analysis of its cognitive meaning" (Spiro 1980; 248).

The view that meaning is simply communicated to the receiver by

means or the text has been challenged by literary critics and by linguists,

philosophers, cognitive psychologists and cognitive scientists.

a
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5.2.2. Context and Construction of Meaning

Linguists, philosophers, and cognitive scientists and psychologists

tend to egrei.that context is important for determining meaning. This

view has a long tradition in.pritish linguistics going back to Malinouski

and Firth, but has gained prominence in the Visited States relatively

recently.

Writing ill now commonly regarded as OS act of communication between

the miter and the reader(s) of the produced text. It 'is *Leo 'norm

tingly recognized (e.g., Anderson 1977, Bruce 1979, Spiro 1980) that

waning is not singly transferred by the writer to the reader. Speakers

and %miters are not assumed to be able to communicate directly their

intended meanings through language. According to this view (Anderson

and Shifrin 1980), they can, at best, provide clues that allow the

audience to construct appeckinatiOns to that meaning from their own

prior knowledge. The reader's talk is almost as complex as'tbat of

the vriter, since mewing is really constructed by the reader end does

not fully reside in the text. Thus reeding requires creativity just

as well as writing.

According to Orice (1957) * distinction should be wade between a

sentence as a linguistic phenomenon and its utterance ins given context

by the speaker. He suggested that we should distinguish "sentence

meaning", i.e., the meaning that sentence may have in any context,

from the "speeierospeeeieg", i.e., the meaning that the4speeker intends

to convey by means of that'particular sentence.

Generally speaking, the "sentence meaning" is the conventional way

of expressing also the " speaker's meaning". In interpreting the speaker's

meaning the hearer may, hove:te., have to draw upon both "conversational

inplicatures" and "conventional inplicatures" ((trice 1975, Karttunen and

Peters 1975, quoted in Olson and Rildyard 1e81). Conversational

implicatures are based on the general Cooperative Principle: "Make your

conversational contribution such as isrequir.A, at the stage at.which

it occurs. by the accepted purpose of direction of the talk exchange in

Which you are engaged" (Orice 1975: 45). If the speakers are cooperative,

they observe the four maxims of Quantity, Quality, Relation and Manner

by trying to eske their contributions informative, truthful, relevant

and clear, respectively. Thus, if something undesirable happens and

one fo the-speakers says "That's marvellous" with a certain intonation,

44101=111
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the listener may infer that the speaker is violatinc the maxim of truth-

fulness and is being sarcastic. The speaker's meaning is, in fact,

diametrically opposite to the sentence meaning.

According to Karttunen and Peters (1975: 2) conventional implicatures

are equivalent to the pragmatic presuppositions implied by the choice of

particular words themselves. Thus, if the speaker says "John managed

to find a job", he "... commits himself to the view that it isn't easy

to find a Job, or at least not easy for John ... (The truth of the

sentence) depends solely on whether John actually found a job, the rest

is a conventional impaicatum to which the speaker commits himself by

using the word sem."

Searle (1979) has recently pointed out that sentences have meanings

in context. He maintains that "... even in literal utterances, where

speaker's meaning coincides with sentence meaning, the speaker must

contribute more to the literal utterance than just the semantic content:

of the sentence, because that semantic content only determines a set of

truth conditions relative to a set of assumptions made by the speaker,

and if communication is to be successful, his assumptions must be shared

by the hearer" (Searle 1979; 95-96). Similarly Biervisch (1919, quoted

in Olson and Hildyard 1981) assumes that the semantic structure of a

sentence and the context together determine the meaning of an utterance.

An utterance meaning is a certain state of affairs belonging to a

"possible world". A possible world may be an actual spatial or temporal

context or it may be a hypothetical, stipulated or even counter-factual

world. Olson and Hildyard (1981) summarize the above views in the

following formula for the determination of meaning:



TABLE 2. Determination of Meaning (after Olson and Hildyard 1981)

Semantic Structure I Possible World (Common
(Linguistic/Sentence Ground /Context)
meaning, Sense)

S PW

Type of Speaker's
Meaning

X

Semantic Structure

or

Linguistic Meaning

or

Sentence Meaning

or

Sense

Knowledge of the World Intended Neening

or or

Knowledge of Context Speaker's Naming

or or

Possible World ° Utterance Weaning

a
Reference

According to Olson and Bildyard (19811 15) literal meaning does

not correspond to linguistic /sentence meseinit "... but, rather, to in

utterance spoken by a particular individual in a particular context

-.on a particular occasion in suck a way as to determine a set of truth

conditions." Thus literal meaning is assumed to be4M4Ntoms of er's

=seine. Other forms or speaker's meaning are teimed c

indirect speech act, and metaphorical meaning. TI4..type of speaker's

meanie( depends on the relationship between sentence meaning and the

possible world as described in Table 4.
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TAILS 3. Varieties of Speaker's Meaning (after Olson and Rildyard t961)

Semantic Structure
(Linguistic /Sentence

!leaning, Sense)

S

Possible World
(Common Ground/
Context)

PN

Type of Speaker's
Meaning

N

Modifiable Invariant Casual, meaning

Invariant Modifiable Literal Meaning .

Invariant Invariant

...-
Indirect Speech Act

Invariant Leeriest Metaphorical Meaning

In the case of casual meaning, the possible world (context) is

considered invariant (given). If the presuppositions of linguistic

meaning do not correspond to the structure of the possible world, fit

is achieved by transforming 8 into S'. Casual meaning is most common

in ordinary conversational interactivity and in child Language. Olson

and Rildyard cite a Piagetien experiment where children are shown three

ducks end two rabbits and asked: "Are there more ducks or animals?"

Young children typically answer "more ducks". It is assumed then they

gloss the question to a more typical fora "Are there more ducks or

rabbits?" Olson and Hildyard (1981: 19) suggest that in casual speech

"the weight of interpretation falls on PM in determining the meaning 14,

thereby making allowance for some degree of vagueness and impression

in Sr any wording will do - a wink is as good as a nod - WPM is well

established",

martins occurs when S is considered invariant in determining

meaning. "The very words" of S must be preserved for a eafficient length

'of time for the computation of literal meaning. The yelpt of meaning

falls 04 the semantic structure S. The context can be molifitaby

adding new inforation or an entirely new partible world any be stipu-

lated by "the very words", i.e., by what tWastence actsally says and

mans. Olson and Rildyard suggest that young children only gradually



become capable of computing literal meaning. They also argue that there

is a natural link between literal meaning and written language, since

writing is an ideal way of preserving S and also for constructing new

possible worlds.

Indirect speech act and metaphorical meaning emerge when the semantic

structure and the context are mutually incompatible but neither is made

subject to me4ification. It follows tha$ speaker's meaning M is trans -

"armed into a marked,form X'. Thus the sentence "John is a chicken" is

Interpreted to have the metaphorical meaning "John is a coward" and

"I hear speaking" uttered by a teacher in a class is understood to be

an indirect request for silence.

Searle (1979) suggests that literal reaming is the unmarked case

while indirect speech acts and metaphors are marked cases. Olson and

Hildyard (1981) take casual speech as the - .-ked case and treat

literal, indirect and metaphorical speech as marked cases. In develop-

mental perspective the latter view is probably more justified.

5.2.3. Interpretive Communities

There is a strand in literary criticism that has also challenged

the traditional influential arguemnt in favor of the stability and self-
.
sufficiency of the text. Rosenblatt (1938'; 35) suggests that the reader

is creative as well as the author. "The same text will have a very

different searing and value to us at different times and under different

circumstances ... Without an understandinc of the reader, one cannot

predict what particulir text say be significant to him, or what may be

the special quality of his experience". More recently Fish (1980) has

argued that there is no direct relationship between the meaning of a

sentence (paragraph. novel, poem) end.what its words mean. Fish gives

en interestingaccount how he gradually gave up the notion of the

"integrity of the text" end developed the notion of interpretive

communities. In Fish's words:

Indeed. it is interpretite communities, rather than either the .

text or the reader, that produce meanings and are responsible for
the emergence cit forma features. Interpretive communities are
made up of those who share interpretive strategies not for reading
but for writing texts, for constituting their properties. In other
words these etrategies exist prior to the act of reading and there-
fore determine the shape of whet is read rather thin, as is usually
assumed, the other way around. (19801 14)



Fish's notion of interpretive communities seems to be a useful way

of sr:dam extreme subjectivism and relstivish in the construction of

meaning. According to Pisa:

An interpretive community is not objective because as a bundltopf
interests, of partionlar purposes and goals, its perspective
interested rather than neutral; but by the same reasoning, the
meanings and texti produced by an interpretive community are not
subjactive because they do not proceed from an isolated individual
but from $ public and conventional point of view. (1980: th)

All of this also leads to a new understanding of the role of interpretation:

Whereas I had once agreed with my predecessors on the need to control
interpretation lest it overwhelm and obserure tests, facts, authors,
and intentions, I now believe that interpretation is the source of
texts, authors, and intentions. Or to put it another way, the
entities that were once seen as competing for the right to constrain
interpretation (text, reader, author) are now all seen to be the
products of interpretation. A polemic that vs: mounted in the name
of the reader and against the text had ended by subsuming of both
the text and reader under a greater category of interpretation.
(Fish 1980: i6 -17)

It seems to the present author that°the concept of the interpretative

communities is a fruitfut concept, which complements in a useful way the

exploration of the problem of meaning in linguistic philosophy, cognitive

psychology and cognitive science, which tend.to emphasize the mental

functioning of individuals. Cole (quoted in Norman 1981) urges that

proper consideration should be given to the role of environment in

cognitive functioning.

What culturally organized knowledge does for us is to carry a lot
of information for us. An extreme way to talk about it is that the
information is in the environment, not in the head, sow lot :f the
processing that experiments require to be done in the head can be.
and is, short-circuited in real life. ... One issue is how to
describe cognition as an interaction between head and world where
some of the thought power resides in each locus. (dorman 19811 291)

The notion of interpretive communities may be taken as one possible

example of the cot..truction and interpretation of meaning 0 individuals

within a social and cultural context.



5.3. Parameters of Written Communication

-- ;

Rhetorical models that relate the writer to the reader have been

presented by Brewer (1900), Britton et al (1975), Chatmen (1976),

D'Angelo (1975), Kinneavy (1971), Barrett (1968) and reviewed by

Kinneavy (1980). One of the most interesting developments in linguist.es

and educational linguistics is the increasing emphasis on seeing speaking

and writing as production of discourse. Discourse can be defined as any

form of verbal interactivity where the meaning of linguistic elements is

defined in thq context in which they occur (Widdowson 1979). Discourse

is accordingly language --inuse (O'Keefe 1981).

Bost of the euthors cited above agree that models of rhetoric or

discourse should take account of the functions (aims, purposes) of

language, the modes of discourse, and of the kinds of audiences one

addresses. D'Angelo's system comprises the discourse modes of expressive,

persuasive, literary and reterentiale Kinneavy distinguishes between

parration, description, elasaication and evaluation; Brewer's discourse

structure includes sliftjaket, narrative, expository, and "%tic; and

Moffett defines the discourse torus as drams (what is happening), nava

tive (what happened), exposition (generalization of what happens) and

argumentation (what may happen).

Britt.n et al emphasize the functions of language sal distinguish

the fugtions or expressive, poetic and transactional (with subdivisions

into informative and collative); Kinneavy refers to referential, inEpar

111:19 literary and expressive aims of discourse; and Brewer talks about

the informative, entertaining, persuasive, and literary - aesthetic discourse

force.

In terms of audience, Moffett distinguishes the categories of

biteriom, conversation, correspondence and public as the audience moves

more and more from "I" to impersonal "you". Kinneavy's categories are

monoloeual, small Aram, large (rev, gam. Britton et al, who are mainly

concerned with school writing, propose the categories of mit, teacher,

wider audience, unknown audience.

In trying to apply the above-mentioned general models of discourse

foe the phrpore or assessing students' ability to write compositions,

it soon became evident that they are in many ways too general to provide

suffici4nt guidance in such a work. Further work is needed to make the
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domain of writing sore specific. The following is the author's attempt

at a taxonomic classification of parameters assumed to play an important

role in any writing situation and to constrain the writing process.

TABLE 4. Parameters of Writing Situation

I. Writer-Audience Relationship

A. Identity of Writer (W) and Audience (A)

1. W is identical with A (intrapersonal)
2. W is not identical with A (interpersonal)

D. Role of Writer

1. Writes as self
2. Assumes some role other than self

C. If A2, *at is the social status reletionship between V and A?

1. W higher than A
*2. W equal to A
3. W lower than A
4. unknown

D. If A2, what is the size and specificity of Audience?

1. One specific person
2. Small specific group
3. Large specific audience
k. Large unspecific audience

E. It A2, what is the degree of publicity of the communication?

1. Private /personal

2. Semi-public/semi-official
3. Public /official

F. If A2, what is the attitude of W to A and vice versa?

I. W to A positive/A to W positive
2. W ta A positive/A to W neutral
3. V to A positive/A to W negative
A. W to A neutrel/A to 11 positive
5. W to A neutral/A to W neutral
6. W to A neutral/A to W negative
T. W .to A negative/A to W positive
8. W to A negative/A to W
9. W to A negative/A to W negative

II. Feedback

G. Expectation of external feedback

1. Not expecLee
2. Personal feedback expected
3. Public feedback expected
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III. Purpose (Function)

H. Dominant purpose (function)

1. Docusentative (produce a record)
2. Expressive (convey attitudes, emotions, mood, etc.)

3. Informative (convey information)
h. Persuasive/directive (convey intention)
5. Reflective (produce s structured eognitive account)
6. Artistic (produce en artistic structure)

IV. Content (Topic)

I. Content identity

1. Units, entities, classes (descriptive)

a. V (about me)
b. A (about th;:h you)
c- W and A (about us)
d. Other persons (he, she, they)

' e. Things, elements, institutions (it)

2. Events, actions, processes (narrative it)

3. Relations, systems, notions, ideas, beliefs, norms, etc.
(exposition, argumentative)

J. Content accessibility

I. familiar content easily
(W and A both experts)

2. Familiar content easily
(4 expert, A notice)

3. Contest clues available
(W and A both novices)

h. Content clues available
(W novice, A expert)

5. Content less familiar and
(W novice, * expert)

6. Content less familiar and
(W and A both novices)

aceessible from memory to both

accessible to W but not to A

in vriting situation

in vriting situation

K. Attitude to content

1. W positive, A positive
2. W positive, A neutral
3. W positive, A negative
4. V neutralf)A positive
5. W neutral, A neutral
6. W neutral, A negative
7. W negative, A positive
8. W negative, A neutrnt
9. V negative, A negative
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not easily accessible

not easily accessible

and A
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L. Interest in contest

I. N high, A high
2. N bight A MUSS
3. N high, A low
h. N medium, A high
5. N medium, A medium
6. N medium, A low

N low, A high
8. N low, A medium
9. N low, A low -

V. titELLe

N. Response complexity

I. One ors forwards (e.g., till in)
2. O. or a few sentences.(e.g., short answer)
3. Om paragraph
h. Unified composition of several paragraphs

N. Procedural wasp:laity

I. Procedures and strategies familiar sad easily accessible
(high degree of automaticity)

2. Procedural and strategic cues are available in the writing
situ atiom

3. Procedures and strategies less familiar end not easily
accessible

VI. Product

O. Poreat'specifications

I. Format specifications are familiar (standardized format)
2. Format specifications are available in writing situation
3. Format specifications are not familiar

P. Familiarity with criteria

1. Product criteria are 11411-known
2. Product criteria are specified in writing situation
3. Product criteria are not well -known

The parameters of the writing situation can be aped to characterize

different writing tasks. Thus, for instance, a writing situation consisting

of AI, 01, NI, /1,e, 4h, g1, la, N2, 111, 01, and P1 would characterize

written notes made for personal use. The parameters cant* used in the

seam way to characterize a great variety of writing tasks, e.g., writing

&letter of application, writing s personal letter to a frieed, writing

a complaint, end writing a non-guided expository essay in school. The

parameters can be, for instance, used to show how a request ot suggestion

can become an order depending on the status of the communicants. The
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taxonomy 00Uld perhaps be modified by adding a "not relevant" category

to some or 0 parameters. The parameters can also be used ee a tenta-

tive gio;4e in assessing the difficulty of writing tasks.

Another possible use of tile taxonomy is for constructing genesul

instructions for writing assignments, for instance:

Ilsk deacriotien:

Student vill vrite s composition describing a problem and his Bier

opinion of how the problem may be solved.

Content cues:

Cues to help problea identification are to to provided. These cues

may include the general content, e.g.,* problem between people, or

the need for facilities. Students will be allowed to identify end

describe4 problem of their owe choice. Specific simples MAY else

be provided to help student' to tied a topic to write about,

Audience:

The audience is someone or a grouper higher status than the GUAM
(to elicit more.formal writing) yet someone who is not expert in the

problem area (to elicit full description and credible solutions

from the student). The potential use of the student's paper may

"also be described, e.g. to be reed by-4 committee, printed in school

taper or local paper.

Structural cues:

Students are instructed to be sure to describe fully and concretely

the Problem and to proposes specific solution, including the steps

which'shaulebe taken.

Asses riteria:

Criteria for Judging the quality of the composition are provided to

the students and they are asked to review their writing in terms of

the criteria.

The general task specification given in the above can be transformed

into a number of more specific direct instructfbns for the students to

suit each particular set of circumstances.
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6. IMMO as a Calmly, POW*

6.1. Ostlers' Nolen of Vritimg

Vesso minims is a Insole- seegittte skin. *kb requires sporepriate

manna strategies, istellatnal shills, eertol4stmematien as sell as

alVeeleiate aetivatiea ornovt. ssi reisp Im easy witimo

the stalest summates* test hy egONOWIeertain rules and senwentiens

mod ty arming =applicable intosmation. In the flees tandems, (gloom

1965) composition vriting 'mutt MI into the eatAgew Of 'synthesis"

Wags "pribactios otunieusieemmeniestlee is Web the writer attempt*

Unarm ideas, teeing, and/or asymriesee to ethers.

Townies a compositice the stalest terries outs variety of

ceemitive professing. these reemitive recesses feelings executive

*astral processes., 'nick select end setivate seeded *positive striations.

Three, in turn, modify all other cognitive processes, bandied retrieval

and search for ntormatios tree the nertestimesery to the whim.

memory as well as respoesi geeeration, 'Mob *elm:tenet organises

pertormence.

The above remarks can be summarised as Mellows: Vritiag is a multi-

level, interactive and goal-directed process etcoestracties, encodes .

end communicating meaning by mesas of a conveatienel *rennet visible

saris.

Just as reading compreheasiol is nos *nee considered amen-

hierarchical process of both terdomo (cosceptuelly-driven. teeeledle-

based) end bottom-up (4sta-drive, test-based) stem/Ades (e.g. Spiro 1980),

spiting cant: be antqvately described hy fixed-order *nos models

Mover and Jars 19117, lead 1900). Vritimg processes are isterective.

Composing is iterative sad recursive (Could 19044.

Vries and flamer (1764) have promoted a motel Minh imports to

describe the orocessee used py competent vritars shun writing espository

compositions. The writing situation is viewless cementing */ these

parts: long tern memory (LIM), teak environs** ttgLoselleritiel

processes (figure '1). The emphasis is the rol or the task environment

comes close to viewpointe expressed earlier, tor bestow*, by ON'S (1962)

amity amide and Glaser (1976).
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FIGURE 1. Structure of a Model of Competent expository Writing

(Mayes and Flower 1960)

According to Hayes and Flower (1980) the writing process comprises

three major processes: planning, translating, and reviewing. Each of

these have sub-processes or sub-routines.

In plannink, the generating, process produces notes from the LTM,

chich are organized into a writing plan or outline, The writer also has

criteria or gods to guide ,writing (e.g. t I need a transition here).

These goals resemble closely what Flavell (1976) calls metacognition.

In tranalatie., material retilefted from LTM is transformed into

acceptable language.

In reviewina, the writer gets feedback by reading the text produced

and edits the text by makingohanges judged to be desirable for imprrving

..the product. Editing is assumed to be automatic whereas reviewing is

conscious and deliberate.

The processes of planning, translating, and reviewing ve regulated

by the monitor (cf. Krashen's Monitor Model in second language acquisition),

which in cognitive psychology is often called the "executive".

:0d1) oar.- 4ggerted a psycholinguistie model of writing

;10,r orobinr,... (4)enitive behaviors with linguistic structure in the
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31.

production of sentences. She maintains that it is useful to stydy writing

as derivative of normal speaking processes. As in speech, sentences are

assumed to be planned via set syntactic frames. Typically, clauses are

planned and lexical items are fit into the frames. Long and complicated

sentences are recoded semantically, which means that the syntax of the

sentences may be disrupted. Thus when a potential perceptual clause

(basic unit held in short-term memory containing the sentence relations

required by the verb: subject, verb, Object, complement) is recoded

semantically, the writer may have some difficulty in completing the

sentence, because important grammatical informajjildrAi the prior clause

has, in fact, faded. The writer then produces the subsequent clause

utilizing the semantic information and whatever syntactic information

he can remember. Similar avelJoading in rereading one's text may explain

why writers often do not notice their grammatical errors.

According to Daiute (1981) it is important to account for the effe

of memory on sentence production because writing involves many activities

that occur in the short-term memory. During composing "the writer is

I) generating ideas, 2) forming Propositions, 3) accessing lexical items,

4) planning clauses and sentences, 5) translating from semantic and phono-

logical representations to orthographic ones, and 6) planning subsequent

units" (Daiute 1981: 9).

Collins and Gentner (19e0) state that regarding writing as a process

-makes it possible to specify a number of sub-processes and their inter-

relationships. Their model of writing sees writing as a process of

producing and editing text under constraints related to the a) structure,

b) content, and e' purpose of writing.

At the highest level. the process of writing can be divided into

a) the process of idea production and into b) producing text embodying

t ose ideas. Collins and Gentner suggest that it is possible to teach

writers to separate the sub-processes of the two high-level processes,

which enables writers to use effective generation strategies for each

sub-process, helps them to ignore other constraints while working on

any given sub-process.

Collins and Gentner distinguish two sub-processes in idea production:

I) capturing ideas, and 2) manipulating ideas. These sub-processes

usually merge in writing, but it is possible to keep them separate and

to apply systematic generation and editing strategies for each of them.
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ibis kind of separation is most useful in the beginning stages of learning

2..w to write.

According 4 Collins and Gentner, the processes of text production

are assumed to be largely similar to those of idea generation. The task

is to impose text structures on the ideas produced and to observe the

relevant structural constraints operating at the different levels of

text (text, paragraph, sentence and word).

Separating the various steps in producing a text is claimed by

Collins and Gentner to help the writer at least in two ways: 1) the

number of constraints that have to be satisfied at one time is reduced,

and thus 2) at the same time it increases the likelihood of satisfying

any particular constraint successfully.

Collins and Gentner (1960: 66) suggest that a useful step-by-step

procedure might be as follows:

1. Create a detailed outline of the text structure.

2. Apply text-level editing operators.

3. Create a semitext with all the ideas included in paragraphs,

but not in finished sentences.

h. Apply paragraph-level editing operators.

5. Crime finished sentence-level text.

6. Apply sentence-level editing operators.

Step-by-step procedure is assumed to help the writer because much

of the editing con be done, in Pact, before the text is produced. It

allows the writer to concentrate on the generation and editing of one

aspect of the ttxt at 4 tine. Collins and Gentner recognize that arch

an approach might, however, have the disadvantage of making the procest

of writing too inflexible for subsequent revisions and modifications.

Bereiter (1980) has suggested that it would be useful to attempt

to develop a complete model of the writing process even if it will

necessarily have to be a sketch at this point of research. According

to Bereiter, there is a high-level executive 'chests directing the whole

writing operation in keeping with certain purposes and constraints.

At the next lower level are genre schemes. A genre scheme consists

Of knowledge and skills in producing a certain kind of writing.

Bereiter illustrates the genre scheme by means of a letter of intro-

duction, which includes the following:
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1. A limited set of fairly specific intentions: e.g :, to present
the candidate in the test possible light, Lode the candidate
WWII but to avoid explicit commitment, etc.

2. A it of strategist' or Ism plane appropriate to carrying out
these intentions. A game plan will in turn include the following.

3. categories of content needed to support the plan. These may be
in the nature of slots to be filled: The candidate has shown
initiative by end

h. Search procedures for discovering the needed content. These may
be overt proeedares such as consulting certain-records or calling
em informants, or they may be internal memory- search strategies.

,5. TnAinALInstructions for language output. For Inatome*, a typi-
cal gems plan might call for expressing the recommendation in
language that is standard written Baglish, fairly formal, dense,
authoritative, and vague. But Matter strategy might call for
quite different language. (Bereiter 1980: 78)

aglow the genre scheme is a contact processor, which uses semiotic

information from memory and organizes it in accordance with the directions

from the genre scheme. Its output is a unit of content--not yet verbally

expressed--which Bereiter calls the sin. The gist goes to the language

processor, which in turn transforms it into explicit leagues' in Amcor-

donee with the tuning instructions from the genre scheme. Bereiter

assumes that the content and language processors are all-purpose mechanises.

They are not specialized for genres nor even to writing (as opposed to

speaking). What they do that is unique tc. writing depends, therefore,

on dirvtions from writing genre schemes.

Bereiter recognizes that such a simple step -et -s-tiee process will

be enormously compliceed by continuous comparisons between instrurtions

e nd outputs, which nay result in changes in processiag or in nigher -level

decie.ons or both.

Johnson-Laird (1981) has stressed the importance of the concept of
mental models in cognitive science. A model represents some state of

affairs. Its structure is to reflect the relevant aspects of the corres-

ponding state of affairs in the world. Models may underlie thought

processes without emerging into consciousness in the fore of binges or

propositional representation. Scardanalia, Bereiter and Ooelman (1962).

suggest in the same vein that s mental representation of text is of

crucial importance in composing. They suggest that there are several

mental representations at different levels of abstraction and integration.

These are from lowest to highest: (I) graphical representation (visible

text, punctuation, spelling etc), (2) verbatim representation (exact
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wording), (3) sentence plan (meaning plus major syntactical decisions),

(4) gist unit (purely semantic representation of main ideas of points),

(5) text segment plan (major subdivisions of a text), end (6) whole

text plan.

The six 'representations are not assured to be automatically formed

or stored, ready for immediate recall. In line with a commonly held

view in cognitive science, it is assumed that the representations have

to be constructed and reconstructed every time they are needed.

Construction is mainly needed in going from lower to higher levels of

tett representation. The lower the level of representation being

attended to, the greater the *mount of construction effort required

to reach a given higher level. Mental representatioas may very from

vague and fragmentary to sharply delineated and detailed. This may

depend on familiarity with genre schemes, frequency of earlier reconst-

ructive effort, and the needs of the situation.

Among younger children the two highest forms of mental representation

of text are assumed to be collapsed, ie. the whole text usually consists

of only one major text segment (reminiscent of a conversational turn).

In dictation children typically operate only or mainly at the gist unit

and sentence plan levels. This results in easy and rapid composing.

In slow dictation the slower pace gives an opportunity to verbatim and

sentence plan level representation of the text, In writing a graphical

level is added, This may cause memory for meaning and structure to

weaken, so that there is a greater need to reconstruct gists and plans,

The result of this is shorter compositions. Production cueing has,

however, proved effective in helping children to produce longer

compositions, which are usually better in quality than dictated texts

produced after prompting. The greater amount of reconstructive effort

at higher levels of text representation needed in writsNs may thus tend

to limit the richness of content but improve coherence, Accordingly,

the main merit of writing may lie in the fact that it fosters the active

reconstruction of higher-level representations of text in the interest

of achieving coherence,

Augustine (081) has recently suggested a fairl; elaborate model of

composing, which includes the following assumptions:
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1. The writer addresses a subject, X, to be flown:led.
2. He forms a tentative perspective toward X by malting what he knows

about X from his long-term memory and by judging his experience
with X and with the task of writing is general.

3. St forms Presupposition 1; the meaning of X to the addresser.
4. He projects tentative perspective toward X by the addressee by

reconstructing images or notions of general and particular contexts
(frames, or places, intellectual schemata, works of art., etc.) in
which X or something associated with X Iles discussed.

5. He forms Presupposition 2; the meaning of X to the addressee.
6. Mt chooses a "performatiVe stance", thereby choosing a general or

Articular ppda4WrAtem-for his discourse which he stores in his
mediamwaii memory to be adjusted, adopted, or abendoned as he
proceeds.

7. Readjusts the relationships of the two presuppositions and the
performative stance. If there is little or no "match", he begins
all over again. If there is it possible match of meanings and form,
he will then adopt style or code of presentation in order to
effect and affect the combination of meanings and form.

8. Mew he fixes his "intention". Out of all the possible performative
verbs, he judges one to be the most appropriate to his composition,
of materials thus far ("I assert ...," or "I advise ...," etc.).
He scans his long-term memory for information on X end his medium -
term memory for his choice of for and style to qusiif' his intention.

9. Be then fixes a frame for'his intention about the meamag of X so
that it may adjust to the addressee's "response", based on Pre-
supposition 2. He compares intention, frame, and response for
match and proceeds if there is enouge of a conceptual or contextual
overlap. If not, he begins the process over again st he beginning
or et some intermediate and appropriate step.

10. If the possible match between intention and frame seems workable,
he scans his medium-term memory for his qualified choices of style
and fens and adjusts intention or frame or both for coherency.
Me encodes, finally, not just data or subject matter, but the
rhetorical materials of discourse: what is known and projected
about the perspectives of &dresser and addressee along with what
is known *bout conversational rules in the absence of inmsdistm
responses.

12. He judges the appropriateness of the composition of materials:
subject, meanings, intentions(s), response(s), form, and style.
If the potential discourse fails the t't -4' appropriateness, he
begins again at some sequence or strategy judged to be far back
esoughin the process to correct therproblen. If there is a
possible match of all choices in the process thus far; he proceeds
to Um task of writing. (Augustine 1981: 230)
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Augustine (1981) Must Ates her model of coroosing with the

following schematic representation:
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FIGURE 2. Model of the Composing Process (Augustine 1981)

Augustine points out that the processes are recursive and, therefore,

the model could be made eve. sore complex to do better justice to the

complex process of composing. The writer may always do some rewriting

and go back a few steps. Thus the writer keeps inventing until he

leaves the text.

6.2. Model of Reviewing Processes in Writing

Bereiter and Scardsmalia (1981a) have proposed a model which deals

with the evaluative, diagnostic and editing capabilities of young

:1ildren. They call this the CRO process model. The acronym stands for

"comparing, diagnosing, and operating." The model is illustrated in

Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. Model of the cN, (COMPARE, DIAGNOSE, OPERATE) Process in

Composition (Bereiter and Scardamslia 1981a)

During composing, the CSO process starts when the writer perceives

a mismatch between the representation of the text actually produced up

to that point of time and the representation of the intended text. The

problem is diagnosed and some te.ctic is chosen to operate on the text

to improve it. Children's ability to carry out the CR0 process is

described in Chapter below.

6.3. Model of Knowledge-Telling Strategy in Vritten Composition

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1980) have also proposed a model of

Knowledge-Telling Strategy. It illustrates a stage in writing develop-

ment where composing is characterized by a lack of a clear goal and

lack of testing of content against the goals. The only goal is to write

what the person knows about a certain topic. This can be lone by selecting

key descriptors from the assignment and by choosing a relefant discourse'

schema (Figure 6).
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Bereiter and Scardammlia suggest that the model describes an

immature stage in writing development. Yet, they recognize that it is

'adequate for many school-based writings (cr. also applebee 1981) and

has some uses in the out-of-school context as well. Bereiter and

Seardemmlia maintain, however, that in spite of the fact that it "works"

so well in school, it is an inadequate strategy in the long run. What

it leads to is "inert knowledge". Bo new links are crested between old

and new knowledge elesients. In lack .4 the need for inventive and

problem-solving strategies, no manipulation or information is really

called for. Bereiter and Scoviamalis suggest that the Knowledge- Telling

Strategy should be limited to a minimum, since it does not foster

"intentional cognition* which they (Bereiter and Scardamalla 19b1b)

define es the "voluntary direction of mental effort ". Students who

are capable of directing their own mental ecivities are not merely

passive "participant learners" but autonomous "intentional learners"

who can construct meaning and perceive meaningrulness in learning on

their own. For participant learners meaning and mesningfulness of

learning has to be prep4kaged by the school system. This means,

however, that participant learners have not been able to take charge

Of their own minds.
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7. DEVELOFILMT OF WR/T180

7.1. Stages in Writing Development

It will have emerged from the foregoing discussion that the number

of things that suet be managed simaltanseasly in writing is very great.

This obviously seams that the information processing load in writing is

considerable. Bereiter (1980) suggests that writers can carry oat sash

a great variety of processes simultaneously only it (1) lamp parts of

the writing process are automatised so that little cautious attention

is needed for carrying them out, and 2) if there is a bighly skilled

tine- sharing, so that attention can range over a ember of as -going

tasks without serious lapses or interference. A young writer does not

possess such complex processing skills and he uses mainly lover-order

schemes, which are not sufficiently automatised to allow higher-order

schenss to operate.

k'.1ter (t980) makes a distinction between "gradualist" and "struc-

turalist* conception of writing. The gradualist conception holds that

higher-order skills can be used when lover-order skills are sufficiently

automatized. The structuralist conception holds that the writing process,

however it is carried out, has organization and therefore the incorporationg

of a new skill . .uires reorganization of the process. Thus there would

not be only gradual elaborations and ref;nesent of schemes but more

discrete stages of organization.

By a 'stage Bereiter (1980) means simply "a form of organization"

that is preceded or folloSed by other forms. Ke wishes to avoid too

close an association with the Piagetien idea of developmental stages.

There seems, however, to be a *natural* though e.ot necessarily universal

or obligatory order.

Mature writing is characterized by six systems of knowledge or skills

according to Bereiter (1980: 82):

1. fluency in produciag written language,
2. fluency in generating ideas,
3. sectery of writing conventions,
L. sociaA cognition, which is manifested in the ability

to take the reader into account,
5. literary appreciation and discrisdnation, and
6. reflective thought.
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Children cannot integrate all these skills at once. Skills are integrated

in a hierarchical way as shown in Figure 5.
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FIOURS 5. A Model of Skill Systems Integration in Writing Development

(Bereiter 1980)

1. Associative writing. This is the kind of writing in which ideational

fluency is coupled with skills of written language. The writer puts on

paper whatever comes to mind. Uninteresting topics often tend to produce

associative writing. Associative writing resembles transcribed speech,

and is close to what Britton (Britton et al 1915) calls expressive

writing.

2. Prtprmative writing. In this kind of writing associative writing is

integrated with knowledge and observance of stylistic conventions and

mechanics.

3. Communicative writing, The integration of performative writing with

social cognition results in communicative writing, in which the writer

is attempting to have a certain effect on the reader. Britton (Britton

et al. 1915) calls this type of writing transactionalh

ht Unified writing. Characteristic of this type of writing is that it

takes account of the writer as the reader of his own product. This

implicit that there is s feedback loop established. The writer may wish
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N to be satisfidd with the piece of writing es well es have it be appealing

to the other readers. The written product otters as suek, it is not

only en instrument skill. Unified writing &Is similarities wit/ Orittom's

poetic writing.

5. iteistenic writing. Because writiag can be stored, reviewed ead revised,

it makes it possible to proye extended end mow paturus of thought,

which is very difficult without writing (cf. Olson 1976, 1977). 'WW1&
writing involves reflective thinking istegrsted with unified writing

skills. Writing is no longer only a product of thought but an integral

pet of thought.

. .

7.2. Development of Processes end Strategies in Writing

7.2.1. Research Methods

Bersiter and Seardasalia (1981c) hate clearly shown thatyoung school-

children have s much wider knowledge base then they typically demonstrate

in a task suckles written composition.. Their conceptual capabilities

(concepts, knowledge, etc.) are in advance of 'heir ,tunctional capabi-

lities. This led the authors to the idea that technique called

"procedural facilitation" might improve the utilisation of the functiemal

potential. This is a method whereby some aspect of the executive, protean

is manipulaWbd experimentally without giving any direct cues regarding

egntent or form of writing. The letter is called "substantive facilitation"

by Rereiter and Scardamalia.

7.2.2. Active Search for Content

Simple content-empty prompting (Co on. Tell us more about itt) and

instructions to write as much as possible were shown by BerAter end

Sardamalia (1981c) to double or even triple the amoUnt of writing. Thus

typica: oroblem, especially in early composing, of having nothing

to write stout is not only s function of the child's knowledge store but

also of getting access to and giving order to what they know. Bereiter
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and Scardesalie take this to be an indication of inadequate search

strategies, They have *boon that simple strategies such as giving

children sentence openers (1 think; Por example; The main point; one

reason; A **Cord reason; The reason; besides; Sot all; bat; etc,) and

asking them to 1/atelier& a list of words they theueht might be used is

the compositidn helped children to double the length of their essays.

Listing idealedid not, however, prove helpful for young children,

7.2,3, Shift frog Leval to Into le-Test Planning

Children do not typically plan whet they are going to write. expert

writers, on the other head, plan 'stoniest, before writing (Noyes and

Rower 1960), Stallard (190) has also shown that ism student writers

(12th grade) spend more time at prewriting activities than less proficient

writers, bereiter and ScardamslIs (1010 have shows that children's

planning is iftel, i.e., limited more or less to the immediate context.

T hey call this the *Whet sent ?" strategy of pleasing, which is charac-

terised by a forward- looking, serial procedure. Is studying whether

children had a potential for whole-text planning, which involves both

backward looking and forward looking analysis, they ftund this to be

the case. Sentence openers did sot prove helpful, however. When

children were given composition endings, they were found to be able to

engage in requisite means-end planning in building the composition

towards the final outcome. Children also had some knowledge of various

discourse structures (story, opinion essay, giving directions). When

they 'ere given some training in the use of various discourse elements

.e.g, give a reason for an opinion, tell corn about the reason, give

en example) the quantity and variety of discourse elements in their

compositions differed significantly free the compositions written by

control group. Thus it seems possible to improve children's planning

of discourse "by helping them gain conscious access to rhetorical

knowledge and by helping then develop exee.tive procedures for using

that knowledge es they compose (Bereiter and Opardemslia 1901c: 51).

Sortie, Bereiter, acardsmalia and 1etroe (1962) studied the ;gunning

skills of children in grades Is, 6 and ill (approximately aged 10, 12, and

14 respectively). All students were asked to write on the topic "Should

children be able to choose the subjects the, study in school?". They

;
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were asked to plan aloud and encouraged to take notes as they planned.

Before they started planning their attention was drawn to the following

points:
e
(I) they might think of the problems they might ve in vriting,

(2) they might think vhat they remember :bout the topic, (3 they might

think about their goal in writing, (h) they might anticipate how people

reading their text might react to it, (5) they misfit think about how to

put everything in good paragraphs. The experimental group also received

five cards to remind thee of ,these points.

There vas a clear difference between the younger and older groups.

For the younger students the notes they took represented the first draft

of a composition, bleb is then only slightly transformed to produce s

final draft. For the older students the notes represented ideas which

are sore clearly transformed when the final draft is composed. For the

younger students the product of planning is already text. For the more

mature students the product is molly a plan. However, when younger

children have been tra3ned in the use of diagrams, frameworks, matrices,

tables or similar techniques, it hss been found that their tendency to

lapse into continuous production of linear text in the planning stage'

can be checked.

There is a definite tendency among students aged 10 - 14 to engage

predominantly in content planning (about 90 %)in spite of attempts to

induce them to do also conceptual (rhetorical) planning. It is only

in later adolescence that thinking appears to become sufficiently

detached from immediate expression that a plan for a text is distinct

from the actual text.

7..7.4. Development of Evaluation and Revision Skills

Murray (1978) claims that writing is rewriting. Stallard (1974)

found that good 12th grade writers tended to be slower, stop mor, often

to read what they had written and do more revising. Several other studies

(e.g. Emig 1471, Gould 1980) have shown that even high school and

university students do not usually revise what they have vritten and do

rot like to do it. Murray (1978) suggests, however, that student

an4illinene3:: to revise may be an artifact 'of teaching ratter than

,oret1:ing inevitable. When children do revise their text, they usually

:irit it to small units of text (words, phrases, rentences).
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It is often suggested that inexperienced writers are egocentric:

they structure their writing in accordance with their memory and experience

and pay little attention to the demands that such writing sets on the

reader. Flower (1919) calls such writing "writer based" as opposed to

"reader - based" writing. Bereiter and Scarclamalia (1981c: 31) suggest,

however, that "the problem might not be that children lack ability to

evaluate but that they don't have an internal feedback system that allows

evaluation to become part of the writing process*. When children were

given a list of evaluative phrases (e.g. I'm getting awl* from the stain

point; Thas doesn't sound quite right; People may not understand what I

mean cre), their ratings of their sentences agreed quite well with those

of an expert rater. Their diagnosis skills were not equally good, and

the corrections they made after choosing a strategy from a set of

directives (e.g. I'd better give an example; I'd better say more) were

only slight improvements and did not improve the overall rated quality

of the compositions. Children could recognize problems but had diffi-

culties in diagnosing and overcoming them. Most changes were minor

changes of words and phrases, and minor deletions or additions. Only

six out of thirty instances were attempts to make major changes and two

drastic reformulations were both obvious failures.

7.2.5. Information Processing Lou. in Writing

Information processing, demand in text comprehension is often believed

to be very great. Thus Beaugrande (1981) states that empirical evidence

points to the view that discourse production routinely operates near the

thresh 14 of overlibeding. Bereiter and Seardamalia (1981d) have recently

addressed that problem and find the claim overstated. After a number of

carefUllY planned and executed utudies they conclude that writer's

performance can be disrupted because of information processing overload

if there are several new demands to cope with. But it also appears that

in their normal composition writing writers do not typically operate near

the threshold of overload. This applies also to young writers who may

not be particularly pr.:icient in composing.

It is frequently suggested that the information processing capacity

of normal adults in five chunks (Case, Kurland and Goldberg 1981, Simon

1974). This is the number of chunks a person can hold in working memory
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while executing some attention demanding operation. On tasks where the

adult capacity is four or five units, that of 7-year-olds is two units

and of 9-year-olds three units (Case 1974, 1978).

Severs' stOdies tince the 1960ts have shown that one typical unit

in language processing is a syLtactic phrase, typically consisting of

up to six words. Bereiter and Scardamalia (19811) suggest that there

is a larger unit in text production, which they call a "gist unit".

It frequently corresponds to a sentence but may also be more or less.

It is a unit of content, not a unit of language, however. In recall

tesks, people usually produce gi.s. units, not verbatim accounts.

Beaugrane 11981) suggests that there is also a larger unit called "idea",

in which both content and rhetorical strategy is condensed. Bereiter

and Scardamalia (19814) think that that may be part of the repertoire

of expert writers but they have not found any evidence of its use by

average student writers.

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1981d) hypothesise that the "minimal

processing demand of sustained, locally coherent text composition is,

for most genres, two chunks. This demand is critical at the point where

a gist has been expressed and a next gist unit must be selected (Bereiter

and Scardamalia 1981: 27). It is probably due to highly efficient

discourse schemata for stories that enable even 5-6-year-old children

(whose memory capacity is usually only one chunk) to produce sustained

and coherent narratives.

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1981d) suggest that rather than taxing

students' processing capacity, many writing assignments in school are

not zhellenging enough. Thus perfunctory execution of writing tasks

may be far below perfo once limits to sustain motivation for writing.

Understanding tkachers sally can perceive students' intentions as long

as tnere is a minimum degree of local coherence iu the text (Applebee

19E1). Bereiter and Scardamalia (1981d) conclude that under normal

conditions people shoull have spare information processing capacity

to hIgher-level goals of text processing. So rather than needing

guidance merely toward load-reducing strategies (as advocated by Flower

and Hoe; 1980), novice writers should be guided how they could put

unused processing capacity to work.
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7.2.t. Effect of Some Proauction Factors on Composing

Scardamalia, Bereiter and Goelman (1982 in print) have investigated

performance factors (production factors) in writing ability. By

production favours is meani processes such as recognizing, recalling,

attending, evaluating and responding used in carrying out the decisions

arrived at through the action of the executive metacomponebts (related

to plans, goals, strategies, knowledge of the task, etc). Production

factors have an impact on the executive processes (and not only vice

versa) since they cospete for the same workspace in the short-term

working memory.

It has been suggested that the following three production factors

are important in writings (1) short -term memory loss due to slow writing

rate, (2) interference from the mechanical requirements of written

language that compete for cognitive capacity with higher-level demands,

and (3) disruption of the coordination of language production resulting

from the lack of cueing stimuli typical of conversational interactivity.

Scardamalia, Bereiter and Gotiman manipulated conditions of text

production while beeping the task the same by having bth and 6th graders

(aged 10 and 12) produce the Opinion essays through writing, normal

dictation. and slow dictation corresponding to the rate of writing.

This made it possible to study the effect of speed of production (normal

vs. slow dictation, holding medium constant) and of the xechanical demands

of writing (writing vs. slow dictation. holding production rate -Instant).

The results show that children produce most in normal dictation and

least in welting. Three prompts by the experimenter to write more doubled

the total quantity of words produced in normal dictation and writing,

and the difference oetween slow dictation and writing disappeared. Thus

the production factor of speed favours quantity, but it did not lead to

corresponding advantage in rated quality of texts in terms of coherence.

Material added after prompting did raise the judged quality of written

composition but lowered that of dictated compositions.

Interference due to the mechanical demands of writing influences

text production mainly through reducing the quantity of writing, which

also limits the judged quality of written compositions. Prompting brought

the quantity of written texts to the same level as that of slowly dictated

texts. As mentioned in the above, the quality of the written texts vas

rated to be higher than that of dictated t.exts.
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LACA or ituetional cueing proved an important factor affecting

text production in school age.. After cueing (prompting) was provided

students in the written condition were able to continue a structurally

caPrent string of text units but not in dictation.

8. WRITING IN A CULTURAL CONTEXT

One of the major issues facing those who undertake to assess written

composition is that of the criterion. What is good writing? In a class-
.

room, a teacher may claim the right to be sole arbiter of that question:

"Good writing is what I consider good". Once assessment moves beyond

the classroom, however, differences in what people consider good begin

to emerge. Local and even national groups of judges have been able to

forge consensus through scoring systems, training sessions, and sample

papers Use for scaling essays. Yet these consensual criteria have come

to be assailed by the increasing numeer o° students whose native language

is not the language of instruction, ukase native culture is not that of

the nation.

8.1. Whorfian Hypothesis: Linguistic Relativity and Determinism

"he notion that different languages affect perception and nought in

different way:, has a long tradition. It is often referred to as the

Whorfian Pypotnesi: or the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis of Linguistic kelativism

and Deter-Anism. Oapir (191': 69) stated that "human beings do not live

in the eboctive world alone, nor alone in the world of social activity

as ordinarily understood, but are very much at the mercy of the particular

101:61, .3 l'eeome the medium of exprest.ion for their society

reqr ana otherwire experience ve.1, largely as we do because

.he Latitz of our ommunity predi:Tose certain choices of inter-

erAlte..icnn.
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Whorf (1956) elaborated the ideas suggested by his teacher along

the lines illustrated by the following set of quotations.

... linguistic relativity principle, which means, in informal.
terms, that users of markedly different grammars are pointed by
their grammars toward different types of observations and different
evaluations of externally similar acts of observation, and hence
are no equivalent as observers but must arrive at somewhat
different views of the vorld." (Whorf 1956: 221)

We dissect nature along lines laid down by our native languages.
The categories and types that we isolate from the world of pheno-
mena ve do not find there because they stare every observer in the
face; on the contrary, the world is presented in a kaleidoscopic
flux of impressions which has to be organized by our minds -- and
this means largely by the linguistic systems in our minds."
(Whorf 1956: 213)

"I should be the last to pretend that there is anything so definite
as a 'correlation' between culture and language, and especially
between ethnological rubrics such as 'agricultural, hunting' etc.,
and the linguistic odes like 'inflected, synthetic, or isolating'."
(Whorf 1956: 138)

"... language for all its kingly role, is in some sense a superficial
embroidery upon deeper processes of consciousness, vhich are necessary
before any communication, signaling. or symbolism vhatsever eau
occur, and which also can, at a pinch, effect communication --
though not true reement without language's and v;thout symbol-
ism's aid." (Whorf 1956: 239)

"... our psychic makeup is somehow adjusted to disregard whole realms
of phenomena that are so all-pervasive as to be irrelevant to our
daily lives spli needs." (Whorf 1956: 210)

"And every language is a vast pattern-system, different from others,
in which are culturally ordained the forms end categories by which
the personality not only communicates, but also analyzes nature,
notices or neglects types of relationship and phenomena, channels
his reasoning, and builds the house of his consciousness." (Whorf
1956: 252)

"There is a yogic mastery in the power of language to remain inde-
pendent of lover-psyche facts, to override them, nov to point them
up, now foss them out of the picture, to mold the nuances of words
to its own rule, whether the psychic ring of the sounds fits or not."

( Whorf 1956s 267)

Cryptotype: "It is a submerged. subtle. and elusive meaning. corres-
ponding tc no actual word. yet shown by linguistic analysis to be
functionally important in the grammar." (Whorf 19c6: TC)

Phenotype:: "... the linguistic category with a clearly apparent
class meaning and a formal mark or morpheme which aceonpanies it;
i.e., tne phenotype is the 'classical' morphological category."
(Whorf 195(4 72)



".;rozmatica reeearen up to the present time has been concerned
chiefly vith the study of phenotypes. A certain type of grammar
proceeds as if linguistic meaning dwelt wholly in them. The
anthropologist should not be satisfied with such a grammar, any
more than with en ethnology that described only positive behavior
and ignored the patterning of taboos and avoidances." (Whorf 1956:
72)

8.2. Critique of Whorfian Hypothesis

Fishman (1977) notes that the Whorfian Hypothesis concerning the

linguistic relativity of cognitive processes has been a major source

for the emergence of sociolinguistics and has also led to the study of

language universals iGreenberg 1963), ethnolinguistics (Garfinkel and

Sachs 1970, Sachs, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974), and the study of

language in transmitting social structure (Bernstein 1960, 1971;

Halliday 1973, 1975, 1978). However, Fishman claims that what %hoe

talks about is a remediable and transitory phenomenon and consequently

only a partial reflection of the complex embeddedness of cognitive

behavior. Fiahman suggests that much of mankind is bi- or multilingual,

that the Whorfisn essentially one person -- one language model as far

too limited, and in fact, many of us can escape from the shaekles of one

grammar and one lexicon. In everyfty communication we are not concerned

so much with the differing structures or two languages as with how to

say the appropriate things in the particular context and situation.

Thus, Fishman supports the notion of a two -way relationship between

the organization of language and the organization of social behavior.

Bosch (1977) claims that contrary to Whorfian Hypothesis even basic

color terminology appears to be universal and the color space appears

to be a prime example of the influence of underlying perception --

cognitive fadtors on \ inguistic categories and not vice versa.

Slobin (1979) suggests that at the lexical level the major issue

of differences between languages (missing words, missing superordinate

terms and different divisions of semantic domains) is the relative cods -

hility of concepts. He (1979: 179) makes a distinction between habitual

aril potential behavior. "While it may te true that, with some effort,

one could saY anything in any language, we tend to say things which can
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be fairly conveniently encoded, and we frequently assimilate experience

to the categories of the linguistic code. Thus a list of frequently-

occurring words in a given language community will give you a good

preliminary index of what is probably of special importance to the

meabers of that group. Other things can, of course, be conveyed by

more complex utterances, but this is Ile economical for important

It has been suggested by Sapir, Whorf and others that at the

grammatical level, especially, obligatory grammatical distinctions in

a given language covertly predispose users of that lancuage to pay

attention to certain aspects of situations. Most linguists and psycho-

logists at'present would, however, probably concur with Hocitett's

(1954: 122; assessment according to which "language differ not so much

as to what CAN be said in them, but rather Ps to what is RELATIVELY

RASY to say in them ... The impact of an inheritud linguistic pattern

on activities is, in general, LEAST important in th. mt,st praztical

contexts and most important in such 'purely verbal' goings-on as story-

telling, religion, and philosophizing. As a result, some types of

literature are extremely difficult to tr.inslate accurately, let alone

appealingly."

8.3. Language and Culture

Grimshuu (1973) suggests that there are four principal perspectives

on the causal relationships between culture and social structure on the

one hand and language on the other: 1) language is the primary determinant

or independent variable, 2) culture is the primary determinant or inde-

pendent variable, 3) language and culture co-occur and co-determine each

other, and 4) both language and culture are determined by a third factor

(e.g., Weltanschauung, the world-view of the human mind). Grimshaw

himself supports the third position, that of mutual embeddedness of

language and culture.

Leach (1976: 12) points out that "our internal perception of the

world is greatly influenced by the verbal categories whicl we use to

describe it ... se use language to cut up the visual continuum into
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meaningful objects and into persons filling distinguishable roles. But

we also use lasgnage to tie the component elements together again, to

put things end persons into relationship to one another." Leach (1976:

35-36) states further that the "process of carving up the external world

into named categories and then arranging the categories to suit our

social convenience depends upon the fact that, although our ability to

alter the external environment is very limited, we have s virtually

unrestricted capacity for playing games with the internalized version

of the environment which we carry in our heads." While it is true that

many of our concepts correspond to sense-images which are culturally

determined responses to objects and events in the external world, Leach

(1976 17) points out that the reverse also obtains. "We may generate

ideas in our heads (e.g. the opposition good/bad) and then give these

abstractions manifest form by projecting them onto the external world,

e.g., good/bad becomes white/black."

Leach (1976: 96) summarizes his argument by saying that "we must

know a lot about the cultural context, the setting of the stage, before

we can even begin to decode the message". Cultural customs are to be

seen as parts of a complex, because "details, considered in isolation,

are as meaningless as isolated letZers of the alphabet" (Leach 1976: 1).

According to Leach (1976: 2) "culture communicates; the complex inter-

connectedness of cultdral events itself conveys information to those

who participate in those events".

Triandis (1981) has observed that there has been no systematic way

Of describing cultural differences in social behavior in spite of frequent

references to them. While there is variation within as well as between

culturest.Triandis suggests that analogously to linguistic universals

it isToasible to extract dimensions of cultural variation xeich apply

to all cultures. Different value configurations on the dimensions

illustrate different cultural patterns.

Triandia proposes a framework consisting of twenty-five dimensions

of cultural variation. He compares mainly Mediterranean culture (Greece,

Latin America) to North European and North American (Scandinavia, Anglo-

Saxons) cultural patterns. The twentyfive dimensions are to some extent

interrelated and form clusters like second-order factors in factor analysis.

dimensins: have been grouped into broad aategories called "patterns

thoorhf' , "patterns of perception", "patterns of behavior", "values"

0

4P. wlui organization . The two aeaand-order dimensions ( "super-
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dimensions") are called "complexity" a.el " modernity". Even these two

covr.ry to some extent and form a "super-superdimension" called "complex

modernity". In this paper the focus will he on those dimensions that

are considered most relevant frOm the point of view of though! patterns

and Spoken and written communication patterns.

Triandis uses the tans"universalimeto refer to preference for

broad ideologies or frameworks cf thought with an emphasis on the

deductive mode of thought. "Particularism" means an outlook where

experiences are considered of limid generality and Where emphasis is

on the inductive mode of thought. rtieusarism, which is found parti-

cularly in Northern Euriv.s and North America, is often associated with

cultural pluralism and with pre- or post-industrialism. Universalism

emphasizes principles and connections between events.

Triandis uses the term "associative" to describe communication that

can be very indirect since everything that is connected with the topic

is considered relevant and appropriate to take up. Everything is related

to everything else in a diffuse way. "Abstractive" communication requires

concentration on those elements that are strictly relevant to the parti-

cular situation. Concepts are also high!y specific, not diffusely related.

Triandis suggests that the United States is mainly particularistic -

abstractive, Germany universalistic-abstractive, Arab culture particu-

laristic-associative and Latin Americs universalistic-associative.

Triandis compares the above-mentioned conceptual patterns to the

patterns of thought suggested earlier by Pribram (1949). Basing his

study on European philosophers and other scholars Pribram distinguished

four patterns of thought t) Universalistic, which is identical with the

conceit suggested by Triandis; 21 nominalistic, which is roughly the

site as particularistic (Anglo-Saxons being nominalists and Latins

unifesalists): Being the battleground for the above .o patterns of

thought, Germany proddced both 3) the intuitional mode, according to

which one can know the whole without Knowing the parts {resembling to

some extent associativeness) and ) the dialectical mode focusing on

the conflict &na unity of opposites. Triandis suggests that the latter

two patterns are more recent and less prevalent than the former two.

It would seem reasonable to hypothesize that the dimensions UM

with above (patterns of thought and communication) might he reflected

in the organisation and styi.= of composition! (method of vriting),

whereas the rent of the dimeniraTi-nalues, behavioral ONUEFtnilTie
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<mein! c.rganization) might be reflected in the ideas presented in the

compositions (content of writing).

Cole (1977) has shown how poor performance by *primitive* tribes

on some traditional western experimental testa of thinking may be

largely due to lack of familiarity with the problems presented to the

subjects. He suggests that the variety, as well ss the amount, of

'practice with a particular subject mattes is crucial to the wide

application of cognitive skills. He points out that research on

learning has shown that people learn generalised problem eolvitg skills

through repeated experience with different problems of the same type.

ft is Cole's central thesis that ethnography oust be combined with

psychology if we wish to understand culture and engaition.

Scribner (1977) has demonstrated that schooling rather than culture

per se may be the most important factor affecting performance on logical

(verbal) reasoning problems. She (1977: 494) says that traditional

villagers living in the most rural and isolated towns *bring to the

arbitrary problems of the experiment a reasoning system, at play in

everyday life, in Which inference is intricately interwoven withevalu-

ation and interpretation of semantic information; others adopting a

formal mode for some problems tend to lapse into the iemantic-svaluative

approach to other problems. Performance on the formal task is rarely

free from intrusions of real-world knowledge ".

!limes (1974) has suggested that genres and performances should be

used as basic categories in studying lows of speaking in various speech

communities. Scribner (1977k 498) suggests that *through experience

with a genre (a socially evolved language structure) individuals develop

a cognitive schema through which they assimilate increasingly varied and

more complex examples of the genre. She states that the familiar

structure of a genre internalized by people within a culture helps to

make sense of material presented to them and nerves ns a device that

guides and constrains remembering and reasoning.

One of the most salient findings of the IBA Study of Literature

(Purees 1973) was that students at both populations (Pop 2 s 14 years

olds: Fop b s pre- university students) systematically selected different

lets of questions to describe their response to literature in general

si to a ^t of specific literary extracts. Thus, Purses (1976: 102)

Tteeltwies keet4-"Oteee--e,e 1b efe3.1-44>410-44--lesat-ohe patter of .respoase.

for each country (in England two patterns compete); these patterns of
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response become most pronounced in Population h when the students'

preferences anon questions tend to be more consistent across selections

and tend to portrey a more homogeneous group; the patterns chosen by

students in Population h tend to coincide more with the patterns

preferred by their tceebere %hen is the case with Population 2". The

curricula in the cove &e$ participating in the IEA Stleir of Literature

often indicated that expressing a pattern of response was an important

goal of literature instruction. Also teacher questionnaires elicited

consistent patterns of response.

%sires (1976) suggests that during the course of secondary education

students learn an "approved" pattern of response as part Of their

sducation in literature. The patterns of student and teacher responses

tended to be quite similar to each other but in some cues they deviated

from the Official guidelines set out in curricula.

Goodnow (1976) suggests that performance on tasks in cress-cultural

studies is pertly determined by unspoken assumptions about proper goals

and good methods. Where these assumptions are held both by the task-

giver and task-taker, performance is usually as expected. Thus perfor-

mance may vary ac:ording to vhat the intellectual demands and cultural

patterns are in each culture. To the extent that there are cultural

differences in assumptions about vhat are proper goals of written

composition and what are good methods of writing we may expect a certain

degree of convergence within countries and by the same token variation

between countries in terms of the structure of essays.

Olson (1970 develops the ieea of performance being culturally

conditioned by suggesting that technological changes have had a profound

impact on mental protecses. Specifically Olson has studied the effect

of the invention of the phonetic writing system and that of extended

prose statement (i.e. the essayist tradition) on the type and style of

language uselk, Olson maintains that writing made (language an instrument

for formulating original statements whereas before that oral presentation

transmitted traditional culture. and on account of heavy reliance on

auditory memory. imi.;sed a rhythmic syntax pattern on oral language.

The written text has to convey meaning on its own without depending on

shared prior knowledge or on the immedia.e situation. Not having to

concentrate to remember what vas said released cognitive capacitY to pay

offention to Oat the written statements imply. Olson claims (1976: 190

that the essay,ist technique and written language generally in the process
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of formulating general statements from 'which true-implications can be

drawn have as a bY -product created the abstract logical Concepts that

we who are so habituated to a literate culture tend to vier as part of

nature herself. Modern science, like 'rationality', is an indirect

consequence Of the invention of a particular technology" (i.e. the

technology of writing).

Olson (1977) argues further that in written prose rhetorical

functions are subordinsted to the logical funetions and that the

requirement for logical, descriptive, auteacecous statements requires

that the written language last be more explicit and conventionalized

than "the mother tongue" (i.e. speech). Schools are tied to the

specialised written language and to a specialised knowledge

because they rely so heavily 04 written prose. Lit y is not only

the main goal of schooling, but is considered necessary for the achieve-

ment of other goals as well.

8.. Patterns of Organization in Writing

Kaplan (1966), echoing the Whorfian view that each language conveys

to its users a ready-made world view and predisposed forms of Interpreting

the world, claims that "logic (in the popular rather than the logician's

sense of the word), which is the basis of rhetoric, is evolved out of

culture; it is not universal. Rhetoric, then, is not universal either,

but varies from culture to culture and even from time to time within a

given culture. It is affected by canons of taste within a given culture

at a given time". ()Caplan 1966: 246)

Analy :is of some 600 compositions written in English by foreign

students led Kaplan (1966; 256) to hypothesize that in expository sriting"

each language and each culture has a paragraph order unique to itself,

and that part of the learning of a particular language is the mastering

of its logical system". Kaplan suggests that Anglo-European thought

patterns stem from the ancient Greek sequence, which is dominantly

.:near ,n ins evelopment. An English expository paragraph may begin

't, tc.. 1: ;cameo and proceed to develop the main idea (6 deductive

model) or present examples and details first and summarize them in a

geLerali.ting statement at the end of the paragraph is inductive model).
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Kaplan illustrates the contrasts in paragraph orgaairAtiOm between

Envish and sore other languages in the followiag way;

English Semitic

1111121=111

Oriental Romance Nuasian

According to Kaplan, in Semitic languages paragraph developlent in

expository texts is based on a *ample* series of parallel constructions.

Clauses are joined together by coordination rather than by subordination.

Griefttal writing is ctsised to favor indirect approach, so that the

subject is shown from a variety of angles but not discussed directly.

This Beane, for instince, that the reader is told hew things are not

rather than how they are. Kaplan also suggests that in Romance

languages and cultures (e.g. French, Spanish) there is a greeter

freedom to digress and to introduce extraneous materiel than in English.

In Rilssian parenthetical smplificetions, and parallel constructions are

claimed to be part of acceptable paragraph construction.

8.5. Implications for Evaluation

From the preceling review, we may assert that there exist cultural

patterns of expression and thought; that these patterns may be foi.nd

both in what is said or written and in the manner of presentation; that

these patterns have some relation to the lexical and grammatical

constraints of a language; but that more probably these patterns arc

learned either in formal or informal schooling. From the foregoing.

we might infer the legitimacy of an entity which we gill 'national

style; we say national because we suspect that within a Language group

there soy be differences certainly between nations that hive separated

-----henseiwww.44..g..-.Englazwlsa3_Alintrallalvd developed. their own cultural

tistories.
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These differences me, be summed in the follomieg model which suggests

possible aspects of national or submational differences.

S

Att

Angle: selective, /inclusive

Approach: personal/impersonal
Attitude: positive /negative
Content: meager/rich

111RPOSE AND CONTEXT I

feweei-vr44408--
circumstances,
task structure)

CULTURAL 'MINNA
1100301_100

EnceBSIGN

associate /abstractive

linear /non-linear

direct/indirect

WRITER
i(assiey)

4.11MM=Ig

Stns. of Audience: / gender
explicit /implicit definiteness/indefiniteness

Megisfert formal/informal active/passive
Anxiety: high/low tense system

AUDIENCE

Plain /figurative

ILITERARY
DEVICES

LANGUAGE
pArrati_Lis

National style end what called achievement are interrelated.

Perhaps they an't be meaningfully separated. Achievement might be

defined as a composite of four aspects of writing: 1) the aLility to

present informatiOn according to rules of grammar, spellimppunctuation

and usage, 2) communicativeiluency, 3) cognitive content, 0 aesthetic

quality.

National style isp set of sUlturally determined expectations of

what good writing should be. The influence of national style on

achievement is most intuitively obvious in the case of aesthetic quality.

People who have grown up with different expriences and ideals are likely

to appreciate different aspects of composition. It is quite possible

that national style will also turn out to affect readers' perception

of vritcr': ability to communicate fluently and the estimation of the
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adequacy of cognitive content. The ability to infer the writer's

intentions from information presented and estimate cognitive content

may be partly determined by a history of shared experience. What is
ex

coherent' of common experience in communication in one country

may seem incoherent and incomplete to readers frpm another culture.

i led

his listeners when he describe4 his trip to Paris. The associations

between concepts to which he referred had developed and were widely,

shared in his own close-knit culture, but were iecoesewhensible to

outsiders.

It now seems an appropriate step to define more fully the dimensions

of national style, but this task, itself, contains hazards. Osgood et al.

(1975) said *Crosseultural comparisons are particularly difficult when

subjective culture (non-material traits) is involved, and ve may asnrio

two causes." investigators frcepother cultures, however deeply immers4d

in the cultures being studied, cannot full. share the experiences and

hence meanings assigned to theee experiences by natives of the cultures.

"Investigators into' subjective culture cross-nationally are therefOre

prone to projection of their own cultural norms, values and expectations

when attempting to interpret their data" (Osgood et al. 1975). Also,

subjective culture traits are usually assessed through the medium of

language and hence the language barrier must be circumvented.
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9. DISCUSSION

We have defined writing as a multilevel, interactive and goal-

_directed process of originating (erecting, constructing), encoding and

communicating meaning by means of a conventionalMiaiWcTfirisiibieiatits.

We have seen, however, that meaning itself is clot a unitary concept:

Sentence meaning has to be distinguished from speaker's meaning.

Depending on the relationship (variance vs. invariance) between

sentence meaning and context, speaker's meaning can be treated either

as casual mesaing,"literal meaning, indirect speech act or as meta-

phorical meaning.

W-has-aliio-been-estahlished-that.,_avan_inAciting.Aentnnee_

ieening gannet by any means be equated with Literal meaning, alt.ough

vriting does long itself better than 'leaking to the construction of

literal meaning ant the creation of meaning by the text itself.

Normally the reader t., to natively reconstruct meaning on the basis

c' what is twitter: ;the very nerds) and what can be assume- on the

basis of sh "red background knowledge. Thus meaning cannot simply be

communicated from addressor to addressee (audience). since it does not

reside exhaustively in the text n.oduced. This does not have to lead

to unbridlid relativism and sui...ectivIsm, since writers and readers

are members of interpretive communities. Having been socialized into

interpretive communities, individuals do not have to negotiate meaning

from scratch but can rely on a number of implicitly shared conventions

and strategies.

Writing doaw demand more daeontextualized use of language and more

explicit encodin: of meanirg than conversational interaction. but this

is a 'letter of degree, not any drastically qualitative difference. Yet,

it has been shove that there are a number of differences betWeen con-

versational interactivity and written communication. Many psycholOgiste

and educators have been impressed by the impact of writing on culture

and cognition. Writing Is often seen to serve distinct, perhaps even

unique, functions in culture and in human cognition. These differences

!.ve been lict4d in a number of ways, but'the lists have also been

teticized as being too ad hoc. The present author has worked out a
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taxonomy of the characteristics of ^onversational interactivity and

vritten composition, which 4z4tempte to make the comparison more syste-

matic. The taxonomy takes into account the communication framework,

message characteristics, processing characteristics. and developmental

characteristics. It would be useful to construct a Similar taxonomy

of similarit> a between conversational interaction and written composing

in order to test the relative merits of the "more different than similar"

view and the "more similar than di ?ferent" elev. It seems likely,

boaster, that whether certain differences or similarities are relevant

depends an the task et hand. Thus, like the validity of a test is not

a univerwal characteristic, the relevance of &particular difference

or similarity between speaking and writing is dependent on the situation

and context.

- Ming. - particularly composit4ona1 _nriting, is 'komplex process:

This means that the information processing load in writing is considerable.

A young child does not possess such complex skills. It is only when

lower-order schemata are largely automatized that young writers can stake

use of higher-order schemata. It has been shown that young vriters'

conceptual capabilities are in advance of their functional capabilities.

Providing procedural facilitation in the form of simple content-empty

prompting to write more can double or triple the amount of writing.

Similarly young writers can engage in whole-text planning instead ca

being limited to local planning, if they are provided with suitable

procedural facilitation and prompting. Yount, vriters can also evaluate

their products quite well but are much less successful in revising what

they have written. They find it easier to recognize problems than to

diagnose and overcome them.

In conclusion, it turns out that, though writing in most cases is

an act of communication, it is a wore complex phenomenon than is usually

assumed. This very complexity may well be one of the most important

reasons why the skill of writing is usually learned relatively late and

wig even mature writers often consider vriting a very exacting task.
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II. OK THE OFECIFICATIOA OF THE DOMAIN OF SCHOOL WRITING

The purpose of this section is to explore the domain of writing

mad to present a seneral model of schwa-based writing.

During the planning and writing of this article, the complexity

of the domain of school writing beeline more and more obvious. Any

model of writing needs to take into account the general functions of

language and the specific functions of what Vachek calls the written

none of lengUige. The functions of writing should also be kept sep.rate

conceptually from the modes of discourse. While the functions of

language necessari!y have a bearing on school writing, they toad

not be assumes to be the sole determinants of the objectives of

ethiestioe in writing. General goals of education may also have a

great influence on how the general functions of language and the

specific fanctions of written lancuage are emphasized in writing

instruction. Furthermore, writing instruction in schools is also

influenced by the kind of criteria Wet are used in rating student's

written products. The progression of tasks, each consisting of a

certain combination of functions, audiences and topics, is usually

based on the relevance of the toss.; in terms of motivation and level

of cognittve processing required.

1. GENERAL APPROACH

1.1. Introductory Remarks

V. S. Naipaul describes his rrsonal writing process and its

meaning In the following way:
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I do not think writing is simply a skill you acquire, like 'akin
a suit or building a house, and then practise forever. One is
a changed man st the end of every book one writes; one has dig-.
covered depths of responses that one sever knew existed before.
One has undergone a peat experience cf patterning, moulding
discovering thoughts end emotions. Amd since one writes with
ever, sense, one has to be physically fit -.you cannot write if
you are not feeling veil, if you have a stomach ache or &headache
or if you are depressed; you have to be totally alert - and the
exercise of all the souses together peer several months does alter
one.

I am eines great hoarder of experience: I lib* to think
that every day something new has occurred to se: not necessarily
a physical event, but a how thought perhaps, or a little progress
in lei work. It would depress an enormously if there was not this
continual element of newness in sir life.

Written language is not only a means of reflecting reality but it

is also a means of creating and expanding reality (e.g., !accent 1973).

Seboolbased writing is by ths same token closely related to the students'

personality development and provides opportunities for inventing mew

chains of thought and clarifying one's views of the phenomena of the

environment.

The meaning of written language from the point of view of cultural

and personal development, the introduction into written language, has

been extensively analyits in several articles by Olson. According the

Olson (1976, t971) the invention of the alphabet and the development

of writing gave Western culture most of ice characteristic features,

including a changed view of language and rationality. When language

was transformed from the spoken to the written mode, the dominant

picture cy: the world was also changed: language and reality were partly

reorganized and .reinterpreted.

"Olson has referred to the concept of "essayist technique" to signify

the fact that the writer is obliged to create autonomous text, in other

words, to write in such a manner that the sentences are an adequate,

explicit representation of the writer's meanings, and are not based

on implicit premises or personal interpretation. This technique was

first used by British essayists, and prominem among them was John Locke,

the essay became a tool of investigating problems and a means of

producing new knowledge during that process. Such a use of language

made writing into a powerful cognitive tool.

Accordion to Olson cognitive development is manifested in a growing

degree of explicit meaning. Its starting point is-utterance, which,

however, specifies only part of meaning. Language development means
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that a child learns to master conventions about how an increasing part

of addresser meaning is transferred into verbal form. Thus a child

moves from a situation (Bloom 1970) in which two different meanings

are conveyed by means of one identical expression to a situation in

which meaning is transferred largely sentences and text. i.e.,

meaning becomes explicit.

If we accept the general trend of the argument put forward by.

Olson and some other scholars. we ere tiaely to arrive--at---the following

conclusion: it is a central task of school 'kiting to help students

make a transition from utterance to text, from speaker and writer

meanings to explicit, literal meaning. This is one way to foster

the development of logical thinking. This hypothesis is supported

by a survey of current school practice: school leaving examinations

to the mother tcngue (or in the language of instruction) and in other

school subjects, as veil as school learning in general, seem to require

mastery of explicit meaning: comprehension of texts and production of

autonomous text.

It has been maintained (e.g., Britton et al. 1975) that the school

system has a decisive effect on the development of writing. This claim

is, without doubt, justified. A review of terminal examinations in

the mother tongue in some countries leads to the following observation:

ir many countries the aim of writing appears to be the ability to produce

an explicit, objective and context- independent text and the acquisition

of * literary style of expression.

If we relate the topics and modes of terminal examinations tf...

Bereiter's (1980) model of writing processes (cf. lakala, in this volume),

we can note that they reqyire not only expressive writing bet, rather,

epistemic writing, in which reflective thinking and unit:. -,d writing

are Integrated. Students are asked to search for meaning and seek

a perm...al solution to large-scale problems. Writing requires and

makes possible expanded thinking. Such thinking is elicited by means

of either a carefully delimited content or more general prompts and

stimuli.
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1.2. Functions of Language and Written Discourse

Any discussion of written discourse and of the domain of .school

writing needs to take into account two Overridirsg questions: What is

language fart What are the functions of language in human life and

in the life of mankind?

There are a number of theories about the functions of language

developed for different purposes (see.Dihler 193; Jakobson 1960;

Vygotsky 1962; Chomsky 1972; Halliday 1973, 19114 Tough 1971; Wight

,theories

Feldman 1977; Shuy 1981). :Die baste difference between different

theories is concerned with the quest:on whether communication is the

main function of language or not. This question has been Zabated among

communication- intention theorists and proponents of formal semantics;

only the former view communication as the main function of language.

Since the question it of crucial importance for written discourse,

it will be briefly discussed in this paper. In her article, Feldman

(1977) deals with the debate between formal semantics and communication -

intention theory. After a thorough analysis of the issue she arrives

at the argument that all language is communicative. Even the ideational

function, linich advocates of formal semantics (e.g., Chomsky) conaioger

non-communicative, is considered communicative. It is the addresser's

communication with himself. The present author agrees with the view

that, in a broad sense, the main function of written discourse is

conmunicative, which also includes reflection. Thus written discourse

is communIcative but the addressee(s) may be either the person himself

or other persons.

(lace it has been decided to treat written discourse as the writer's

communication either with himself or with other persons, it is useful

to relate the present discussion of the domain of school writing to

general ideas about the functions of language. In his semiotic model

Wihler (1934) outlines the relationship of the linguistic expression(Z)

to the referent ("Gegenstinde and Sschverhalte"), representational or

symbolizing function ("Larstellung"); to the addresser ("Sender"),

expressive or symptom function ("Ausdruck"); and to the addressee

("Empfinger"), et:native or signal function (fiAppell"),
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Darstellung

FIGURE 1. Bahler's (19310 Model of the Functions of Language

It Should be noted, however, that there hardly exists such a

direct link between the linguistic expression and the referent.

Discourse always expresses the writer's perspective of the referent.

mhus the writer may describe phenomena from a comical, satirical,

reflective, etc. perspective. In real communication the addresser

and addreute can learn frnm each other, take note of each other's

perspective and expand their perspectives. They may reach agreement

on persp4tive, although written discourse may not coincide with

objective} reality but my, in fact, be an alternative possible world

or even a counterfactual world.

Jakobson (1960) has elaborated Bdhier's model and summarizes his

view in the following figure:

COM=

MESSAGE

CONTACT

CODE

According to Jakobson, the ADDRESSER sends a ME MICE tthe ADDRESSEE,

but the message is not enough in itself. In order to function the

message needs a CoNTEXT which is common to the addresser and addressee.

The CODF must also be wholly or at least partially common ',11) the two

parties. Finally, commuweation is enabled by a CONTACT, which Jakobson

to refer to the physical channel and ychological connection

addresser ani the addrearce.
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Jakobson continues in exposition of the functions of language by

pointing out that each of the above - mentioned six factors determines

a different function of lenguage. In the referential 'tactics the

context plays a dominant role. This function IS served when language

is used, for instance, to acquire and present knowledge, whey a task -

oriented discussion is held, when ideas are thrashed out or when events

are reported. Coesunication is oriented towards the referent.

The 'maim or "expressive" function focuses on the addresser

and aims at a direct expression of addresser's feelings and experioaces.

The message may pour forth and it say not Lave a very clear structures

The addressees are usually fusilier to the addresser so that the message

can be interpreted on the basis of shared knowledge end experiences.

Following MaAnowski, Jakobson calls, the function that primarily

serves to establish contact phatie. Language is used phatically %Own

communication is for the sake of communication (sotiel rituals and

conventions): people talk about the wheather. tell each other hoe the

family is, etc. What counts is the fact that languagris used, not

what it is used for. The covert Message of the phaqc use of language

is that we are not adversaries but are willing tc keep the channel open.

The function of language whose focus is the addressee Jakobson

terms conative, The purpose of language use is to change the addressee's

behavior and thinking. The message is tailored to take account of the

addressee's knowledge, attitudes and opinions.

Languaee serves a eetalinaual function when it focuses on the code.

Jakobson illustrates this function. in the relieving way:

Imseine such an exasperating dialogue: "The sophomore ohs plucked."
"Rut what is plucked?" "Plucked deans the same as flunked."
"And flunked ?" "To be flunked is to rail in an exam." "And what
is sophomore?" persists the interrogator innocent or school **ea
bulary. "A sophomore is (or means) a second-year student." All

these equati6nsl sentences convey information merely about the
lexical ode of English; their function is strictly metalingual.
Any process or language learning, in particular child acquisition
of the mother tongue. makes wide use of such ietalingual operations;
and aphasia may often be defined as a lops of ability for mate -
lingual operations. (p. 356)

Focus on the message itself is the poetic function of language.

This function is not restricted to poetry alone.

Poetics in the wider sense of the word deals with the poetic
function not only in poetry, where this funCtion is superimposed
upon the other functions of Language, but also outside of poetry,
when sore other function is superimposed upon the poetic function.

kp. Sly)
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Jakobson also points out that

apparently no human culture ignores verse-making, lateness there
are many cultural patterns without 'applied' verse; and even in
such cultures which possess both pure ands plied verses, the
latter appear to be secondary, unquestionably derived phenomena.

(p: ,359)

The discussions the preSeat author has had witn professional writers

have led to the conclusion that language use in literary works is multi-

functional: it contains all functions of language. The writer creates

4 new world from sounds, words and sentences. This world reflects the

writer's view of reality. The writer's purpose may be emotive,

referential or conative or all of these at the same time.

1.3. Functions of Discourse and School-based Writing

1 review of different classifications of the functions of language

has led the present author to the conclusion that the tasks of school -

,basedbased writing are best seen in the framework of the semiotic model

derived largely from the work of Bilhler and Jakobson. One of the major

merits of the semiotic approach is that it draws the attention of

curriculum planners% textbook' writers and teachers to the purposes and

functions of school writing.

More recent models take into account written discourse and are

related to school setting. The models presented by Moffitt (1969),

Britton et al. (1975) and Kinneavy (1971) are based on the semiotic

structure: the relationship between writer. reader and message. They,

as well as a somewhat different model presented by D'Angelo (1975),

draw on BOhlesou and Jakobson's views on the functions of language,

although they use different terms to denote the functions.

The functional perspective in the above-mentioned models is not

fully worked out, however. The persuasive function seems to be the

most neglected one. Moffett and D'Angelo hardly recognize it al all,

vhereas Kinneavy devotes one quarter of his book to it. In real life,

as opposed to school writing, persuasion is omnipresent and probably

tie most dominant of al; functlims (Kinneavy IWO).
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On the other hand, the poetic, artistic 'Unction is reeognised.by

all model-builders, but Kinnear, (1980) points out that poetic function

n owadas occupies a minor position in American schools in comparison

to the situation thirty years ago. The sane tread is probably evident

in may other countries, certainty in the aurchor's"native country,

Finland. It should, however, be endwise& that the artistic functioa

of language is an essential part of school writing also: it involves

play with language and creative experiments with language (e.g., rhyming).

Both Britton and Kinneavy assign a prominent role to arstive

function (in their terms: expressive) and they suggest t)tt all other

purposes of writing are derived from that function. This view is

supported by the developmental perspective ofsfyncticas. Oa the other

hand, as Kinneevy (1980) points out, Britton's ova satirical findings

..suggest that the emotive (expressive) function is not very prominent

in school writing. If it were, in Vest, the most important and in

psychological terms the moat fUndenental functiom, it should caber

more often in school writing. However, the referential (informative)

function covered 62 % of all school writing in Britton's study. The

dominant category was the sub-category *classification*.

When we adopt the semiotic approach in the style of Moffett. Britton

and Kinneavy. we can avoid a basic weakness of many models of writing

instruction: the purpose and mode Of writing have been considered to be

largely synonymous. This vice is probably based on theAld rhetorical

tradition, and the old rhetorical modes (narrative, description,

exposition and argument) have been incorporated as such as the sub-

categories of writing purposes.

The present author believes that it would be advisable to keep

in mind that rhetorical modes and their interpretation are derived

from the analysis of the finished products of adult writers and speakers.

If we. by contrast, start from the above classification of the purposes

of school writing (referential. metalingual, emotive, conetive and

poetic purposes). we can conclude that especially narration and

description can be used for several purposes. Similarly,-expository

writing can also be used for referential purposes as yell es for conative

purposes. A model which forces each of these rhetorical modes to fit

with some one definite purpose alone militates against flexible use Of

4angusge.
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1.. Relationship Between Writer end Audience

71.

In out-of-school writing situations the writer-audience relationship

is very hsportant. If the writer has reached the stage of communicative

writing, (cf. Tekala,,in this volume), he can modify his message in

accordance frith the experiences, knowledge and attitudes of the 'audience.

Semiotic models of the writing.sitestiOn (Moffett, Kinneavy and Britton)

take account of this feet and also seek to examine the writer - audience

relationship from the point of vial; of school writing. Basically, all

three models have the same structure.

Moffett (1468) distinguishes the following categories:

I You

Interior ,:onversation Correspondence Public

Britton (1975) distinguishes the illowing categories:

I You

Self Teacher Wider

Trusted Examiner

Ocreral Particular

Unknown

The categories distinguished by Kinneavy (1971) are the following four:

Monologual - Smell group - Large group 4. Mass. #ppfebee (1981) classified

the audience as follows: (1) no clear audience, 12) for the writer only,

(3) for the teacher in the role of examiner, (4) for the teacher as a

part of continuing instructional dialogue, (5) for a wider audience,

known or unknown.

In mother tongue instruction, writing at its best is often a student's

dialogue with himself or herself, which the student allows the teacher

to see. In the best case the student is not consciously aware of the

teacher's opinions while writing and does not writs in order to please

the teacher. In examination situations, such as matriculation

examinations and university entrance examinations, the situation may

naturally be different.

Since a large pert of school writing is directed to oneself, class-
.

mates parents or teacher, the following broad Classification seems

reas nable in a stud/ of school writing: Self--0 Known Audience >

Unknown Audience.
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1:5. Content

Frail the parametererrelated to all otitis" sitestisall (s.d.s

is this volume) very impoitont is terms Of wheel writing ors the .

purposes of writing sad the relotiomehiphstmesa utter amgeegieneer

lemur. it can be ellimedithat the meet doodunt feats, of the

writing situations is sehool is Mites the parameter of (intent (tepie,

theme). This is particular/I true at Usiondas writegs. iftwowes it

a significant amount of experiences, observations and Inowledge is

stored in the long-tern.memery, even a benimilog loiter can disvet

cognitive capacity to the solicitous attar teit and to the other

parameters of the writing situatice (fee Motu 1)4

Augustine (1901) has meetly gusenteda detailed model of

writing, which starts heath* followimgeosumptiens:

V. First the writer addresses a topic, X. to be composed:

2. The writer forms a tentative perspective towards the topic by

recalling what he bum about the tole from long -tors me and

by ,judging his/her experiewe with the topic mad with the writing-

task in general.

3. The writer forms a hypothesis of the gemming et the toge to the.

addresser.

4. Only after that the writer considers the topic from the point of

view of the addressee.

,Augustines model and praetieel experience sunset that the subject,

costar., is the most general starting point in learning to write. For

this reason, the parameter of ceatent (topic) is dealt with in some

detail in this part.

Ulnae (in this volume) has analysed the parameter of content

in terns of content identity. content aceessibili%y, attitude to content,

and interest in content. When we focus our attention to the area of

school writing we need a more detailed enelysis of his category of

esntent idbntity. The category of *relations. systems, notions,_ ideas,

beliefs, norms, etc.*. in partiehlar, needs elaboration.

The category of content identity can be elewrified for example

in the following way la terms of school writing:
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Aftergriedtp. .

s.Alitt (feeling experiences, problems, personal life)

10116hatal. problems of human life; religions and psychological

1.11110teue

40tUredmy life (famiZee home, health, neighborhood, school, wore)

time (holidays, travel, sport, entertainments)

ted t hop

and geOgraphy

fAisifigetkor
-.7.01011114016.

f.

.invelesieeg, comity, commmaity life, politics

to leamic life

tr; ../6,; Illetary

k. mature

.

4

.

I. Ottber arts'

Ada we consider writing task assignment in school, we should keep

'SO mild thin, people can write well only on such subjects about which

-they bee* cufficient observations, experiences and knoeledge. Iltaateaent

et opiates end evaluation tea be reasonably expected only when there

is ea adequate knowledge and experience basis for then. Consequently'

Content acclasibility is of decisive importance in school writings

the best result can be expected when the writer feels an expelt, who

may.

gime the student is_alleeed.to write about his or her specie'. interest

or bobby. This resembles a natural writing situation; the addressee

receive genuine information from the writer. The writing situation

in school is, however, often such that the students are asked to vriTe

abbot topics which the teacher is more reeditsr with than the students,

the writing task meg be, for example, an essay on a topic covered in

some school subject. This tends to make the situation somewhat

artificial. The situation can be improved at least to ommeettent

by providing content clues.

At the secondary level, in pu-ticular,the writing situation may

be such that the teacher and the students are all equally novices and

that content clues are accessible in the writing situation. This

happenseeeten when the topic is a general one, e.g., reflection on one's

outlook on life, descriptjon of mood Jr atmosphere or narrating a

.
sequence of events.

I 83
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The writing situation is likely to become optimli when the parameter

of content accessibility has the following values lel% Takala, in this

vollbse):

1. Familiar content easily accessible from
memory to but Ii and A

(V end A both experts)

2. Familiar content
easily accessible to V but not to A

(V expert, A novice)

1, ntent clues available in writing si' ation

(W and A both novices)

In school writing attitude to content is related to the purpose

ek
ta writing. If writing has R emotive purpose, it soy be useful in

teris of results if the writer is allowed to exhibit a clearly negative

attitude towards the content (topic). This is useful, for example,

when the task is tc write a polemical composition against competitive

sports or feminism. In other tapsee_eriting a positive or neutral

attitude towards the content is option'. A situation in which the

student has a positive attitude towards the content and the teacher

a negative attitude can create a problem and must, and can be, handled

witt tact in school. It a student's and teacher's views concerning

ti 4.
e.g., competitive sports, feminism or racial relations are diametrically

opposite, the student does not dare to empress his opinions unless he

can feel confident that he will not be penalized in grading for an

honest expression of his views:. Yet we cannot meintain that a student

tire

e

ow
about t6_, ot fNel apprehdnsive, because the product any receive a

4t

I

s '

sore critical appraisal
than it would if the ease were different.

To some 'tnstent, the same applies to interest in the content.

1.6: Cognitive Processes and Modem of Written Discourse et

. 4

.
1

Models relevant to school writing (especially those by Britton et

I. and By Kinneavy) have criticized the way in which the purpose and

*Me of writl:0, hsve been conceptually equated. Whereas they thus, do

emphasi4e to:. purpose of writing, they tend not to give due attention
0

t tmportant Jivicnoion of school writing: the cognitive processes.

94
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The close connection between thinking and writing is noted but the

relatienehip is not elaborated in a manner that would be very useful

Tbeeritiag in an educational context.

This is not to belittle the importance of the purpose or the

senor of writing, a point well made in the semiotic models of written

Aladauvae. S1, from the point or view of cognitive processing, the

Toilettes add audience or writing are not the only relevant features

im tint writing situation. When the writer is producing a text, he is

eremaixWp a personal structure of reality. This structure is influenced

ei bin Sem echemata of reality, his knowledge of the world. Depending
4

d, lam level of cognitive processing an the one hand and on the purpose

at Wilting on the other hand, he can simply present or represent facts,

events, ideas or emotions or he can also expand reality on different

levels.

Cognitive processing, representing or expanding reality, is

relatell to.the mode and content or writing. It is also related to

the genera: v ability of the writer. Cognitive processing cannot

be very deepi the writer does not have a sufficient asoun( of

ekpetiences, observations, ideas of information about the topic of

Writing. On the other hand, narration, description, etc. canna be

Livety or illeminating nor can exposition or persuasive discourse

convince the reader it tee writer's concepts and vocabulary are

limited and if sentence formation and text construction are uncertain.

Anton Chekhov once said that the construction of sentences is all that

When we examine school writing from the point of view of both

cognitive processing and mold of discourse, we ca. see that the writer

can represent and expand his view of the world in several different

ways: he can simply reproduce units, events, fact:: (e.g., copy, cite,

make notes); he can organize- or reoteanize reality (narrate, describe,

explain, summarize); he can also expand reality, invent/generate

reality (analyze, expound, argu..:., create a new possible world). Thus,

cognitive processing can be shown to be related to the traditional

rhetorical modes ( description, narration, exposition, persuasion).

Among the first to redisqover the relationsgip of traditional

rhetorical modes and the way of thinking was Leonard (191'x). He

maintained that in the earlier influential vork of Alexanter Rain (1890),

completed pieces of writing, i.e., the produ.s, are emphisizod rather

than the processes of composition. Leonard's own classifiattion scheme

was as follows:
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I. Parsiirmos OF FACTS

A) Sense-Impression suggested to
give the reader a new and
interesting bit of experience:
the forms of simple objective
narration and descrirtion.

B) The same type of material but
chiefly such matters as machines,
ve.eSses, and so on, stated
in order to give the reader
useful information, the form

of siege explenatipier

II. INTERPRETATION OF FACTS

A) Conclusions as to character- IWOreneralisations - conclusions

mood and motive and so on as to the relations and the

o end the complications of significance of the bodies of

cause and effect in human fact presented to information

action developed into plot: in 1, B: the forme interpretive,
er the interpretive forms of exposition and argument.

narration and description.

Ap D'Angelo (19744) Joints ou;, Leonard's scheme is not a new

classification but rather a reclassification, the purpose of which was

to Lelp students think clearly.

Leonard's forms of discourse own be viewed as a sequence in terms

of their difficulty and level of ahstraction: theme writing on the

basis of sense impressions; exploring, explaining, analyzing and

interpreting the material; evaluating Picts and information and

determining :heir significance. According to the present writer,

Leonard's scheme may also help the teacher to understand the'process

of writing sad CO assess the level of thougHt in student's compositions

If wc follow Brewer (198C), we can distinguish three main types

of the form (modei of writing: description, narration and explanation

(interpretation). According to Brewer they differ in terms of tha

oegnitive.ctru,..ture underlying each type of discourse. According

this view:,

eriptiveAiscourseatteapts to transform a statiouary, spatial-

visual field of perception into a verbal form. The underlying

struetare ii' visual-spatial.

2) Narrative discourse transforms into a verbal form a chain of events

wbieh take r'ace in the passage of time. The events are related

to each other via a causal or thematic eouplinge

Explanatory (interpretative) discourse transfdims into a verbal time

funiamentai ab- tractions, public processes, etc. It comprises

induction, deduction, classification and comparison.

11
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According to Brewer, the type of discourse and the purpose of

discourse, which he calls discourse force (probably analogously to the

concept of illocutionary force in speech-act theory), are two dinstinct

categories. Accordingly Brewer does not categorize persuasive discourse

as a separate type since all nodes of discourse can be used for

pm:pensive purposes. On this point he diverges from earlier

rheborieal traditiop. Nis starting point is, in fact, different

in that he emphasizes the cognitive structures underlying the bade of

disease/ instead of the style of presentation.

Ms Mmlude the% that the development of vetting skills in

intimately connected with the development of thought. Writing skills

develop concomitantly with the development of thought processes and

with the acquisition of a variety of experiences. It seems, therefore,

reeebashic not to melte a sharp distinction between the form (mode) of

writing lad the depth of thought processes.

The present writer suggests that the following classification of

the male of writing, which is largely based on the traditional

rheterieel modes, sight prove useful in any evaluative study of written

eompositicn:

1.,Dteumeq.*tive discourse: material is recorded as such with little

crew sodifieaUon. This leads to notes, short answers to questions

in workbooks, incoherent stories, streasiof consciousness writing, etc.

Conitative discourse

a. Narrative ..iscourse: the writer reports on events end experiences.

This leads to a story, an accouni-Urevents, news, etc.

popriptive discourse the writer echvele to the audience

a structured account but, follows the external visual (spatial)

model. This leads to instructi .s how to use some machine, how

to do something, description of a rclte to follow, description

of scenerey, a summary, etc.

e. Explanatory discourse: the writer conveys a logical account using

such techniques as comparison, classification, and cause-effect.

This leads to products like reports, technical descriptions,

statements of personal views, opinions.

3. Exploratory discourse

a. Interpretive.(expository/argomentative/persuasive) discourse:

the writer examines some material, classifies it any m.kes

c Ac1sions using inductim, deduction and comparison. This may

87
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lead to changes of other people's actions ur thinking and to

products like book reviews, editorials, columns, essays which

show what the writer thinks of some events, ideas etc.

b, Literary discourse, in which special attention is devoted to

the structure of the product, Experiences are made be object

of conscious analysis by distancing them, They are given * clear

structure and special attention is given to the choice of words

and sentences. This leads to poems, plays, play with language

resources and creative experiments with language. in liturery

discourse other modes of discourse may be used according to the

purpose of the writer.

2. GENERAL MODEL OF WRITTEN DISCOURSE

The discussion in the previous Section led to the development of

a general model of written discourse, which is designed to take into

account the general dimensions of vriting. It attempts to redress the

ba:ance between the dimensions of the purpose, writer and audience end

level of cognitive processing involved it vriting. It also makes

7-Ziatinction between'the modes and purposes of writing, which are

earlier models of written discourse based on

traditional rhetorlcs,

The model poses "dominant intention/purpose"%as one main dimension

and "cognitive processing" as the ether, Since a derision was mad".
0

to concentrate on the communicational aspect of vriting, the author

has left out the "archival" purpose of writing, i.e., the presorvation

ar4 transmission of the cultural heritage. The learning purpot is

considered .o include not only theoeodefocused (metalingual) function

but al° a more general function of learning (mathematic). Primary

content is related to level of cognitive processing, and primary

wilienee is rets!,ed to the purpose of writing, We obtain a typology,

h!ch .e:Ited empirically by trying to place different types of

wr;110 rrcs.lt, within its cells. Figur* 2 illustrates such a

elassifiostion but it is by no means meant to be 44 exhaustive listing

88
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of types of written discourse. As suggested earlier, no sharp distinction

amid be made between tL level of cognitive processing and modes of

decease. This is done by indicating at the bottom of the figure- how

the wade of discourse is related to level of cognitive processing.

The model can be used to analyze writing assignments !I different

countries. It will also help in deciding what kind of writing casks

c usefully be employed with pupils of different ages. Using the

typelogyovriting tasks can be characterised, for instance, in the

f011firls. way:

Tareproduce in order to learn. This kind of teak primarily

isvolVes the writing down of dictated or spoken language as in note

taking but also in school the making of a correct copy.

Itorganize or reorganise in order to learg. This task p7imarily

Involves the recasting of one forme language into another form. It

may.inelude the transformation of oral Itnguage such as dialogue Into

a narrative summary or the summarizing of a longer text into a shorter

one that retins the main ides*.

TO organize or reorganize in order to inform. This kind of task

is ont J the primary communicative tasks, the writing down of information

such that a reader can understand and at appropriately on that

information (e.e., filling out a form, giving direction, describing

an action, state or proceas).

To ormize or reorganize in order to conyince or persuade. This

kind of task also represents a primary social and pragmatic ob;,ctive

of instruction, the writing down of reasons why the writer has an opinion

or to be persuaded to join the writer. This kind of task involves'

the communicative functions of informing and expressing emotions or

states Or mind, but they arcesubservient to the major communicative

purpose.

To generate in order to convey or inform. These tasks are common °

to much school writing and are seen as important contributors to

maturity as a writer, particularly in academic situations, but also

in social situations.
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k. DOMAIN OF SCHWA, AITING

3.1. Factors Related to School writing

Oat has been said in the above points to a conclusion that the

Meat inportent factors underlying vriten response in school writing

as vall as in adult writing situations are (m) the purpose, of writing

e nd (b) the level of cognitive processes required by the writing task.

Other ilignirtant rectors contributing to the final form of written

reweave are (c) the content of writimg and (d) the writing situation

(e.g., clues, stimuli). Other sources of influence are the student's

everthdes of being evaluated and perception of the criteria that are

likely to be used in such en evaluation. Mom parameters are important

determinants of the kind of writing tasks that are assisted in school.

In the tacker:1mnd of those parameters are many factors. They are

illustreit'd in Figure 3, which was suggested by Alan C. Purves.

3.2. Objectives of Education in Writing

Thin section deals with the question: What is school writing good

fort The focus will be on the development of the learner with frequent

references to the views expressed by Bersiter 0980).

With some simplification we can say that one part of school-writing

is associated with the acquisition and recitation of knowledge, one ;art

is related to expanding reality and the developing of logical thinking._

and one part is related to activities within social context. It is

suggested that differenelforms of writing are related to these

objectives in the following way:

I. Subject-learning objectives

1.1. Documenting
1.2. Reciting. knowledge denonotration
1.3. Sentence combining
1.4. Writing according to dictation

9
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Reality - expanding objectives

2,1. Emotive writing
2,2, Reflective writing
2.1. Poetic writing

III. Acting -in-society objectives

3.1. Matte writing
3,2. Referential, informative writing,
3.1. Evaluative persuasive, conative, TauAtive writing
1,4 Poetic writing

dpeneer (19$1) has illustrated in detail the kind of activities'

that Itppieally occur within each iom:nent objecti;pe. The main difference

beitween the above classification and the classification suggested by

ROOmeer on the basis of his empirtieal work, is the fact that writink

toe artistic purposes has been considered to be subsumed under both

intrepersonal and inter-personal purposes...Within brackets is

indicatedhow.the above classification is related to Spencer:* scheme.

I. AIM&-IL:EARNING PURPOWES,(Subject -Learning Objectives)

I) To aid memorization of subject content
( 2) To store information (for revision later)

A 3) To allow teacher to check on leerning
k) To write as will be required to oticceed in exaseinations.

0 5) To show that you are qualified to join the 'guild' of
Scientists, Oeogrelahers (or whatever subject specialists)
by your command of the language and style of the subject

II. INTRAs-PERSONAL PURPOSES (Reality-Expending Objectives)

-ro c ar ry ens organise tnougnt
2) To develop confidence in the value of one's own observations,

v4v. iTlees
O 3) To record events, feelings reactions as a personal record

4) To explore, define, account for one's knowledge, feslings
attitudes and opinions

III. INTER -PERSONALTURPOSES (Acting-in-Society Objectives)

a) More referential IL informative,objective purposes:

To record, report, narrate events (factually)
To ripcord or convey information

To summarize information or argument on significant elements
in events, experience, texts, ditcussiou
To give instructions for a procedure

b) More evaluative conative, value-laden purposes:

o
To present evidence and draw conclusions 1

Tr report/narrate event:, vita: evaluative
To convey information, with evaluative q-omment
To summarize with evaluative comment
To rive advice for a procedure
To make inferew-es from, evalaate and ^omeent on idea::
(in texts or in the media ...)
"o persuade someone to a point of view or an ac.tion

arei.1111.41.
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th. ABliSTIC 111111WES (Reality Expanding ObjectiveS/Aeting -in -Society

Objectives)

I) To explore and interpret &perienee in literary forms
(i.e., by intellectually or emotionally meaningfus patterning

of experience, events, relationshik. symbols, Loges, leedesge).
4 2) Rntertainigive pleasure
3)10 explore the possibilities of the language one pee:teases,

to see what emerges when it is played with', Ogee out in
various ways

In a recent stud: of learning to write in secondary school is the

*Abed States, Applebee (1496I) classified school writing into the

following major function categogiest (1)eritiny without empfting

(Oechaniml uses of writing), (2) informational uses of writing,

(3) personal uses of writing, and (k) imaginative uses of writing.

if we analyze writing for different objectives in the light of

Bereiter's model,, we can observe that writing relate, to subject

learning objectives often tends to be at the level of associative or

pirformativc writing only. In contrast, writing for reality-expanding

is important for personality development. Britton suggests that

expressive writing forms a foundation .for all other types of writing

sad reflects the writer's emotional and experiential layhrs of

personality, For s developing young mind reflective writing is at

feast equally important. At its best it is epistemic writing in

Rereitees sense of the term. By means of this kind of"writifig the

and expands his thinking. Re learns new cognitive Senemita and.it

does lot natter very much for him who the audience of writing is.

Writint, is attended and objectified thinking. .
An a regards reflective writing we can, however, a& with some

jastirice.tion whether reflective writing can emerge on the basis of.

a stimulus provided by the teacher or whether the stimulus tor reflective

writing mutt always be theestudeht's own need.to write about important

protlems. It seems to the present writer that reflective writing on

the basis of external stimuli in an imortant educational task. For

the student, it may constitute the only, or at least one of few,

opportunities for creative reflexion, even if adults might consider

the product and the patterns of thought included in it of limited

interest tn

Or. >hc 44.h..r hand, it shoat) be pointed out that if all school

writing is limited to this kind of reflective writing, it mayobec,10

stereotyped and its value may be questioned, as has happened et least
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* s** *island and Finland (e.g., Alms& 1981). Students uay be taught

0.,Oste* phttern of thinking mad writing, and they nap fled it difficult

,t0'00010 different approach to writing. The schoolos.task,,however,

101110,14149 several kinds of writing skills in students so that they

yoiliat different kittda of writing tasks4Ith success. A pamphlet

tietwith the teaching of writing in New Znalmad states. that "if

14464Whadpiitudemts pin these abilities, we need to pay:to muelt

AtOttit to) the ear in which spill in mitt* develops and to the

Aiich we write as 4 do to the finished product."

Ciitisg for setimgain-soelety ohjaltives is relate.' to Werelter's

0.beelmes obvious that for bereiter this kind of writing is

eAtive writing, in which performative writing is associated

mihhii60161 cognition. bereiter points out that contrary to eommom

' holief, children do not usually lack shinty to Lake -into account others.

lots to Arbon writing, according to Dermiter tegoeeatrie writing is

teal* due to the need to cosmic's'. simultaneously the reader and tolfill

all the other requIresenie of the writing situation. '

pp At its test, writing for actin -in- society objectivenme a process,

' is-mined writing, in.which the writer can also set se a Alder and

spprqse the'text fran the reader's point of view. Writing for

artisOe purposes is unified writing is'Wereitsr's terminology. When

6 person begins to integrate his own evaluative rending skill with

.Writing skill, en important feedback loop is established. Writing

egims to be modified in accordance with personal standards and these

the 7.00rwe-Clt -yritiNgT -Pcrsonat-styterecd-persorrat--

.
perspective is developed and writing becomes authentic sad rewarding.

2hmsetor instance, the writer does not present argura.ts only to

convince the reader but gives reasons about which he is personally

aosvinced.

Frds the point of view of a beginning writer, untried writing is

on extremely high objective. Still, writing for poetic purposes'ean

be part of the writing tasks in school,. Stories, the rhythm of

language and play with words appeal to young children. From the point

of view of personality development it is important theta after reading

literary workb, sty iota are encouraged to produce their own poems,

stories: etc. It is of minor importance what the quality o* the

roodcts is in the opinion of adult literary crttitism. What is

.portent is that stutienta can create something by metns or writ' F.

0
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At the saw time listening, reading and discussion is used to elicit

vivid.inagr. and to heighten pereeption. The purpose of such exercises

is to recall a tuffiefeat amount of experiences, servstions and

informai444 so that the beginning writer could foe sis attenion
.

is the structure of the text and to other factors milVencing the

writtng situation. Men themnotorics of writing i4 practised, it is

hoverer attempted to shoe how writing serves a coompsiestive purpose.

The teacher discusses with the pupils what people mewl writing fer.

Letter , postcards and notices are dram up. 'Obrrectness is no'..

emphasized.

Of the Afferent oiseturse nodes the first to Le practised both

in speech and writing is the narrative discourse. In writing this

takes place mainly in the fifth form. Pupils are asked to arite about

tasirspersomes experiences endsbeit events they have witnessed Thep

are ales allowed to tell news. Descriptive discourse is practised

a



by drawing up instructions, by (inscribing hov some job is done, by

describing routes to different places. The description of people,

scenery, etc. is introduced only in the lower secondary school.

The lower secondary school (grades T-9 on the upper level of the

comprehensive school, ages t3-16) is the time for practising both

explanatory and argumentative/persuasive discourse. Avila attempt

to present in a logical order their own opinions about sone event,

state of affairs or condition of life. Topics related to both general

themes and to school subjects are employed.

'ale same line continues in the vocational branches of the upper

secondary school. By contrast, exploratory discourse emerges as the

focus of practice in the academic upper secondary school.

In the new upper secondary school syllabus introduced in 1981,

the school year is divided into shorter units called courses. Objectives

are defined separately for each course. The syllabus is functional in

general approach. Each course emphasizes some major function of

language. In this vey it is hoped that pupils develop a versatile

command of language uses and learn to cope in different writing

situations.

The referential language function is the most essential one from

the viewpoint of the overall aims of the upper secondary school.

Exercises based on this language function can, however, be versatile.

In the first course they are reports or abstracts, in the second they

train the pupil in the composition of an article, in the fifth course

they are based on the use of reference material. The sixth course

emphasizes subjective analysis, and typical exercise types include

reviews, essisyst etc. related to different fields of arts. The most

independent text based on the referential language function is a paper

prepared durin' the last grade.

The cnnative/persuasive language function appears for the first

time in the selection of writing exercises in the second course (vrlting

exercises related to language use in statements and negotiations).

The practising of persuasive language is mainly concentrated on the

fourth course, when the exercises consist of articles expressing

opinions, replies, analysis of programs, propagandistic texts and

the like.

The emotive language functions is the basis for the exercises of

the first course generally aiming at the reduction of anxiety in oral
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expression. thira 'ourse is the most important one in the upper

secondary school from the viewpoint of emotive writing. Personal moods

and impressions may be expressed, for example, in collage-type exercises,

which also allow creative writing.

The fifth course is important from the point of view of different

types of exercises. The pupils should gradually start to recognize

the style of writina that suits their own expression. Exercises become

individually differentiated more than before.

The brief description in the above shows one possible progression

of writing tasks. One of the most interesting products of the on-going

IEA Study of Written Composition will be a portrayal of how writing

tasks are sequenced in a number of countries 'which have different

educational systems and different educational emphases.

3.4. Rating Criteria

In the construction of a functionally based syllabus in Finland

it was clearly seen that the functions involved in different types of

tasks are closely related to the criteria used to judge pupil performance.

During the first course special attention is, accordingly, devoted

to whether the product is informative or expressive. Subsequent

guidance of writing in the second course aims at the mastery of

structural consistency and the observation of the quality and quantity

of arguments. The third course again focuses on the consistency of

the compositions. When exercises in the fourth course are returned,

evaluation focuses mainly on the ability to take int-o account the

communicative situation, on the ability to put forward arguments,

and on the clarity of expression. In the fifth course guidance is

directed at language and personal features of style. With the exception

of the fourth course it is not until in the sixth course that decisive

attention is paid to structural features, the number of viewpoints,

and the validity of information and statements. During the whole of

the last grade: compositions are evaluated in regard tc all of the above

fe,:tuecs ard ,ruidance is given in aspects that are least well developed

in the inli7idual products of each pupil.
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E'en if criteria were not expressed in this way, we should keep

in mind that in school writing thu pupils are always aware that the

teachers will read and evaluate the product and possibly grade it.

For this reason, criteria used in external and internal examinations

will influence pupils* views about writing and features of good writing.

It is not insignificant whether criteria are made known .0 pupils

explicitly or only implicitly.

The following set of criteria seems to represent current criteria

in a number of countries:

A. Articulateness (can be seen in a single composition)

1. Approximation of general linguistic and stylistic norms

a. Use of standard written dialect

b. Adherence to conventions (e.g., paragraphing)

2. Clarity and comprehensibility

a. Mastery of cognitive content

3. Coherence

a. Order of ideas or topics

b. Flow of sentences

4. Expressiveness

B. Fluency (can be seen in rate or amount of writing done within or

across compositions)

C. Flexibility (can be seen across a number of assignments)

I. Ability to write for different purposes (e.g., persuasion, narration)

2. Ability to write to different kinds of audiences (e.g., known,unknown)

3. Ability to write different types of writing

4. Ability to adopt different points of view regarding a topic

D. Appropriateness (can be seen within or across a number of assignments)

I. Ability to select appropriate role (purpose, audience, type, point-

of-view) for a given assignment

2. Adherence to conventions associated with a role or genre or

dialipline

(Purves 'me Gavin 1977)

The on-going TEA Study of Written Composition will also provide

inforration which can be used to test the universality of the above

set of criteria.
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Writing Situation: Task Instruction

Whet, we consider writing from the point of view of thinking and

cognitive processes, as we nave attempted to do in the above, it is

important to take into account what kind of prompts are provided for

those cognitive processes (cf. Baker in this volume).

An important factor influen-ing the success of processing is the

information given to pupils. It is quite a different task to write on

the basis of a short rubric like "Career Woman" and to write an the

basis of the following instruction:

A. Who has to be emanciPated actually'

We can think of a number of answers to this question, like

- nobody

- only the woman

- both woman and man

As soon as we deal with real emancipation this has consequences

for the existing role pattern.

Assignment: tfrifre an essay with the given title in which you make clear

your opinion about this subject. Use data from some of the following

quotations (there were altogether six quotations in the original

instruction). You can also use you personal knowledge and experience.

a) One day people will realize that discrimination lased on the difference

in sex is .;ust as unworthy of man as discrimination based on difference

in color of the skin. (Andreas Burnie'', "Do Women Need Men ? ", Rotterdam

1969)

b) We will definitely take the right in our own hands not to be female

any more, but human. (Alice Schwarzer, "The Small Difference and the

Great Consequences ", Amsterdam 1977)

c) "You should know that I'm not all that fond of all that modern

business. / don't have anything against emancipation, / agree that

women should have a chance to think about themselves. But I think

that certain groups exaggerate grossly. My mother is just a housewife

and I like that. She is not at all a silly person, you can discuss

anything you want with her. But she is a mother who is always at home

and whe does everything for us. She is really for us anytime we need

her. My father travels a lot for his job and it would be an awkward

.-ituatIon if .;he would also be gone all the Limy. My father would

prflinly ro aco;r1St it tee. Imagine him coming home after a busy week
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to find that ey mother has gone to a meeting or so. That would be too

much, wouldn't it? A man in such a situation should be pleasantly

received and spoiled a little bit." (18 year old student, 6th grade

Atheneum, in *Equality ... You Don't Really Believe Th&t, Do You?

Reactions of 15-20 Year Old Girls and Boys with Regard to Emancipation,*

by Mink Van Rijekijk, Kampen 1975)

d) We woven have to start doing in society, at a job or as social

activity, the things we are good at home. Not imitating men, but being

ourselves also outside of the family, Creating an atmosphere within

a too bus4ness -like society. using the qualities we have acquired

within the family in the working world. Women are really needed out

in the world. (Emmy van Overee, "Ney Wary, the Lock is an the Inside,"

Rotterdam 1976)

In other words, when the domain of school writing was discursed

earlier it was done only at the general task level. It is, however,

possible to produce a number of variations from the same task according

to how much information is given to pupils. The amount of information

is important. It can be a single word or a short rubric. it can by

a number of separat, unrelated sentences, the opening or closing

sentence of a composition. It can be a short, coherent text or several

texts. If several texts are used, there are still many variations:

the viewpoints of the texts may be siailar or they may vary to a lesser

or greater extent.

Different writers process different information in different ways.

Therefore the form of prompts is also important. The information may

be given through discussion, through writing, through pictures or

music or through s combination of these.

Several studies have shown that the prompt is an important factor

in school writing (e.g., Bereiter and Scardsmalia 1981b). The use of

a variety of prompts (pictures, music, text, etc.) tends to produce

more original and semantically richer compositions than the use of

only a brief title.

Another important factor in the writing situation is whether

structural cues are given or not are pupils told how concrete they

should make their compositions, should they give examples, are they

advised about the length and the audience of the composition?

When we analyze the topics included in the terminal examinations

of some of the countries currently involved in the ?EA Study of Written
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Composition (Australia, England, Federal Republic of Geriany, Hungary,

Italy, Finland, Ivory Coast, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Scotland,

United States, Wales) in terns of the information provided for writing,

we can see that students in different countries face quite a different

situation. The least amount of information is provided to Finnish,

German, Hungarian and Italian students. Finnish and Hungarian students

are commonly asked to write on the basis of a short rubric alone.

It is only in a few countries that students are asked to write

to a large, unknown audience in terminal examinations. Generally

speaking the audience is not specified in the writing assignment

instructions. The richest information is provided in the experimental

materials used in Australia and New Zealand.

In the Anglo-Saxon areas, especially in New Zealand and Australia,

there seems to be a trend towards a greater variety in the writing

domain, particularly through increasing the variety of information

and the degree of freedom in the choice of the mode of writing. In

several experimental writing tasks the student can choose the approach

to writing on a topic. One is tempted to see the influence of Britton's

work in this respect.

4. coscLusios

As far as the domain of school writing is concerned we have seen

that it is a very complex phenomenon. This is true in spite of the

fact that the present writer has not discussed the relevance of teacher

personality, the degree of extraversion vs. introversion of pupils,

or general vkabal ability for writing in school.

The on-going IEA Study of Written Composition promises to yield

a wealth of information on the objectives and the type of tasks used

in writing instruction, on teaching methods, on evaluation criteria,

etc. This will be useful in the further elaboration of the domain

of school vriting.
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At this point, with 80150 simplification, we can conclude that

the dominant objective of school writing seems to be writing which

is related to the development of thinking. Less emphasis is devoted

to writing for practical purposes, even if there are some clear signs

o: growing variety in writing assignments. By way of generalization

we can state that in different school systems it has been considered

the task of the school to introduce students into written language

and help them to acquire the mastery of written, explicit language.
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'laicals, S. A VAbbassi, A. (1983) On the Specification of the
Domain of Writing. Reports from the Institute for Rducational

Research 333. University of JyvAskylii, Finland.
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In this report the domain of writing is examined from severs
,demieete. The following factors are considered: the chariote

ristics.and development of literary culture, functions of
writing, cognitive processes associated with writing and their
development. These issues are discussed both generally and
from,the viewpoint of teaching of writing at school. The
authors have constructed two theoretical models: in the first
one written and oral communication are compared; the second
one presents a general model of written discourse, which
includes the purpose of writing, cognitive processes and the
type of discourse connected with them. - The report is a part
of the theoretical background of international Study of
Achievement in Wr1tten Composition.

Descriptors: teaching objective, writing, cognitive process,
communication
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Takla.. S. A Vihipassi, A. (1983) On the Specification of the
Domain of Writing. -Kohti kirjoittamisen kuvailua ja erit-

telyA. Kaavatustieteiden tutkimuslaitokeen julkaisuja 333.
Jyviskylla yliopisto. ISBN 951-678-856-h. ISSN 01018-0953.

Raportissa tarkaatellaan kirjoittamisen aluetta useista
nik$kulmista. Otetean huomloon seuraaoia tekijoitAt

kulttuurin ominaispiirteet ja kehitys, kirjoittamisen
funktiot, siihen kytkeytyviit kognitiiviset prosessit js
niiden kehitys. Niiti pohditas. sekli yleisesti ettli koulun
kirjoittamisen opetuksen kannalta, Kirjoittajat *vat lasti -
neat keksi teoreettista mania: toisessa niistA vertaillaan
kirjallists ja suullista viestintlii, toisessa esitelliin
kirjallisen esityksen yleinen malls, jossa on otettu buo-
mioon kirjoittaaisen tarkoitus, kognitiiviset prosessit
ja nAihin liittyvA esityksen (diskuresin) laji. - Raportti
on one KensainvAlieen kirjoitelmatutkimukaen teoreettista
taustaa.

Nakussnat: opetustavoite, kirjoittaminen, :ognitiivinen
prosessi, viestintA
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Keskustelusts Poruskoulun yllasteella jk ehdotuksia OpOttailon kOnlUtnn-

materlealiksi. Porsom2I diecuesion ae oars OMR ofoollabcration beUven
ham, and sa400l. Part IL leachers' experiences about persohal discus -
sion at the sipper level of the conprehensive school and proposals for

sdmoatiomalmoleriste for teachers (e) (82 a.) INA 951-678-725-8 ... 13,-

197/1982 Kasvatustieteiden tutkimuslaitoksen toimintakertomus vuodelta 1981.
Institute for Eduoatsonai Research: *ma Report 1081. (118 a.)

1$111 951-678-747-9 8,50

198/1982 O.K. KyitstiO: Viimeaikaiste kesvalustuttimustamme III: kasvatushistcr.
rialliset tutkimukset. Reoent educational research in Plasland.
Part III: Studies on educational history 04 (62 s.)
ISBN 951-678-148-7 10,50

199/1982 Pekks !Wiwi (toim.): Kognitiiviset proses$it ja matemetiiken opetus.
Kaavatustieteides tutkimuslaitoksessa 8.-9.2.1982 jarjestetyn matema-
tiiken opetuksen tutkijoseminearin reportti. 'Cognitive proms**,
och matemataunderoiseino. Rapport pan ett forskareeminariso i mote-
matik vidPeckyogieka Orokningainetitutet den 8-0 februari 1542 (#)
- Gognitive processes mathematics teaching. A report of the OPROWP
Or rfzoarohars on Mathematias teaching arrangedat the Institut* for
Educational Research on February 8.0.1988 01 (117 s.)I8811 951-678-150-917,50

200/1982 Rites Koponen Pekka Kupari (toim.): Natematiiken diagnosointlkortit
permskoulun 1. ja 2. luokalle. - Mathematics diagnosis cards for the
let and 2nd grades of she comprehensive school (62 s.)
ISBN 951-678-751-7 ... 50,-

201/1982 Ritva Koponen - Pekks Kupftri (tam.): Matematiiken diaposointikortit
peruskoulun S. ja 4. luokalle. - Mathematics diagnosis cards for the
3 rd and 4th grades of the comprehensive school (62 s.)
ISBN 951-678-763-0 50,-

202/1982 Ritva Koponen Pekka Kupari (toim.): Natematiikan diagnosointikortit
persbkoulun 5. ja 6. luaalle. - Mathematics diagnosis cards for the
5th and 8th grades of the comprehensive school (60 s.)

ISBN 951-678-764-9 50,-

203/1982 Anal Takala; First Datiow.1_ it:mem:melt of Teaching in the Comprehensive
School 1979. English as a Foreign Language, Grade 9: Data on Vocabulary
Test Items. Part I. - Peruskoulun englannin kielen opetuksen titans,-
Aartoitus 1510. Yklokednun kouZuvutden eanastokokeen osiokohtaiset
tulokset. Osa I (tekstit *go suomeksi) (316 s.)
ISBN 951-676-772-X

.
114,50

204/1982 Sauli Takale: First National Assessment of Teaching in the Comprehensive
School 1979. English ls a Foreign Language, Grade 9: Data on
Vocabulary Test Items. Part II. - Peruskoulun englannin kielen opetuksen
tilannekartoitus 1010. Yhdeksdnnen koulivuoden sanastokokeen osiokoh-
taiset tulokaet. Osa II (tekstit my5s suomekli) (276 s.)
ISBN 951-678-773-0
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20/19132 Sauli Takata: First National Assessment of Teaching in the Comprehensive
School 1979. English an a Foreign Language. Grade 9: Data on Listening
Coaprehension, Reading Comprehension and Grammar Test Items. Part III. -
Peruskoulun englannin kielen opetuksen tilwnekartoitus 7979. Yhdeksan-

nen kouluvuoden kuullun ja luetua yorattamisen kokeiden sek4 panne-
kokeen osiokohtaiset tulokset. Osa III (tekstit my6s suomeksi) (140 s.)

ISBN 951-67e-774-6 21,50

206/1982 Eila Tiihonen Matti Sivonon: Esiluokkien kitlellibten tettojen jet
valsiuksien kehittaninen. Yhteenveto lukuvuoden 1979-00 opettajara-
portoinnetsta. - Developing the Zanguage skills and readiness** of
pre-school children. A summing-up of the 1979 -1980 40:90z year teachers'
reporting* 01 (TS s.) 'SW 951-676-7/5-9 12,-

204/1983 Vilho Hirvi P :roaLoulnn kehittaminen tutkimustuloston
perusteella. Tutkijoiden artikReleita peruskoulusta ja son kehitta-
misesta. Developing the comprehensive school on the basis of
reeearch results. Articles written by nesearchers on the comprehensive
school and its development. (161 s.) ISBN 951-678-867-X 40,-

211/1983 Nails Karkkainen: Peruskoulun tiltnnekartcqus 1. 191). Ruotsin
kieien sanastokokeen osiokoRaicet tulokrtt seitzemannella luokalla.-
First national asses.ment of teaching in the conrrehensive school Z979.
Item - related resultn of the eotk-Ith grade Swedish vocabulary test.
(412 s.) 'ISBN 951-678-909-) 56$-

?1?/198i kmijc rkkainen: PeruskoulAn tilannekartoitus 1. 1973. Ruotsin
kieleL zanactokokeen osiokohtaiset tulokoct yhdeksannell luokalla.-
First national assessment of teaching in the comrrehensivc 'school 1979.
item-rOaced results of the ninth grade Swedish vocabulary test.
(364 s.) ISBN 951-678-410-2 49,30

213/103 Kaija KArkkainen: Peruskoulnn tilannekartoitus I. 1979. Ruotsin
cteien rakennekokeen osiokohtaiset tuinkset seitseminnella luokalla.-
First national assessment of teaching in the conprehensive school 2979.
:Um-related results of the seventh grade Swedish structure test.
(226 a.) ISW1 ?3t4.7e-,t1-0

kl4/1983 Karkkainen, K. (1983) Poruzkoulun tilenneknrtoitus 1. 1979. Ruotsin
kielen rakennekokeen osiokohtaiset tulokse: yhdeksahnella luokalla.-
First national assessment of teaching in the comprehensive school I979.
Item-related results of the n:nth grade Swedish structure teat.
418 s.) ISBN 951-e:78-912-9 42,50

215/1983 Vilha Hirvi: Oppilaiden opetsste koskevien awinintien hyvaltsikaytosta
opetussuunnitelnan toimeenpanon ja opetukzen kohittanisessa: esi,rk-
kina yleisen amnattikoulun yhden lumkan oppil-iden arvioinnit koulunse
aidinkielen opetuksesta. - On the utilization of students' ratings of
teaching in the development of curriculum imp:ememtation and instruc-
tion; Illustrated by the ratings of students in one general vocational
school class regarding the teaching of the mother tongue at their
school 01 (40 3.) MU 951-670-924-2 7.50

31,50

norkityisti julkaisuista on ko. kielinen pitempi tiivisColma.
Julkaisuja voi tilata laitoksen osoitteella.

Rapporterna marktn sod (*) ar fOrsedda sled langre svensksprilkig samman-
fnttning. Papporterna k^ bestallas fran Pedagogiska forckningsinstitutet.

Report.: marked with (..) have n longer English summnry.
The report:. (-In tot ordered from the Institute for FA:testi:nisi Research.
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